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o. Introductiono 
The concept of prime ideal, which arises in the theory 
of rings as a generalization of the concept of prime number in 
the ring of integers, plays a highly important role in that theory, 
as might be expected from the central position occupied by the 
primes in arithmetic. In the present paper, the concept is de­
fined for ideals in semigroups, the simplest of the algebraic 
systems of single composition, and some analogies and differences 
between the ring and semigroup theories are brought outo We make 
only occasional references to ring theory, however; a reader ac­
quainted with that theory will perceive its relation to our 
theorems without difficulty, and a reader unacquainted with it 
will find that the logical development of our results is entirely 
independent of it. 
Our first section is a collection of definitions of 
basic terms and well known theorems concerning semigroups. The 
second is devoted to a few theorems on divisors of identity ele­
ments, and the third to zero divisorso In the fourth, we intro­
duce prime ideals, and discuss their unions, intersections, and 
products. The fifth section concerns prime ideals in semigroups 
with identity elements, and in the sixth we consider relations 
between prime ideals and maximal ideals. 
Throughout the paper we have occasion to consider 
"one-sided" concepts. It will be clear that any theorem in­
volving such notions may be converted into another of the same 
truth-value by interchanging throughout the worda "left" and 
"right." 
1. Prel iminaries  'J 
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We she..ll ex va.i l  ourse l ve s  of the standard terminology 
and notat ion of the theory of s ets , with which we as sume the 
reader to be acquaintedo In particular ,  we shal l us e cap ital 
Roman l etter s to denote sets , small Raman letters for the ir 
elements, small Greek letters for mappings , E: for the rela-
tion of el ementhood , � for inclus ion , c= for proper inclu­
s ion , v for union ( = c lass  sum = set-theoretic sum) ,  n for 
intersection , and p for the nul l set; when al l s ets under 
di scussion are subsets of some s et S ,  we shall denote by 
C (A )  the comp lement of A wi th re spect to S .  The symbol 
= will  be used  both for a re lation between sets and for a re-
lation between  el ements: A = B will mean that both A c: B 
and B = A , and a = b will  ,mean that a and b are the 
same e lement ; it  may be noted that e qual ity (logical identity ) 
of e l ements ma.y often be replaced. b y  an e qui valence re lation , 
or at le ast b y  a regularl equivalenc e ,  but we  shal l not advert 
to this fact in the sequel. We also as sume that the reade r i s  
fami liar w ith su ch  ord inary algebraic notions a s  that o f  ar ith-
metical congruenc e ,  denoted by  = . 
lFor de finition and propertie s  of regular equivalenc e 
relatio::1S .. see  Paul Dubre il , Algebre , v .. I (Pari s: Gauthier­
Villars� 1946), pQ 80. For an axiomatic tre atment of seml­
groups in wh ich an e�ui valence relation replace s equality , 
s e e  H .. SQ Vandive r ,  The Elements of a theory of abstract 
discrete Semi-groups ,"  Vierte l ahrss c hr ift der  Naturforschenden 
Ge sell schaft in Zurich,  85 1940 , pp. 71-Se:- -
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Defin1 tion 1., L. A semigroup is a system consisting of a non­
empty set S and a single-valued binary associative operation 
which associates with each ordered pair of elements of S an 
unique element of S " Ordinarily, we shall call this oper-
ation multiplication, and call the element as'sociated wi th an 
ordered pair of elements a ,  b their Eroduct, written a·b 
or abo In this notation, the associativity of the operation 
is de scr'i bed by the equality a (bc) = {ab)o for· all elements 
a,  b, c 
and b 
a ,  b E S 
of S .. If ab = ba we say that the eiements a 
commute with each other; if ab = ba 
. 2 for all elements 
I we cal13 s a commutative semigroup. Occasionally 
we may find it convenient to write a ... b instead of ab, in 
which case we speak of an additive instead of a multiplica­
tive semigroup , but we shall do so only when referring to com­
mutative semigroupso The order of a semigroup is the cardinal 
number of its set of elements. 
A few well-known examples of semigroups may be men­
tioned: (1) all integers, under addition or under multiplica­
tion; (2) the positive integers greater than some fixed inte­
ger k I under addition or under multiplication; (3) all 
real functions on a given interval (finite or infinite) under 
-
multiplication, the product fg of two such functions being 
2It will be convenient to use the n9.tation "a, b E gft 
as an abbreviation for "a £ S and b ( Sit. 
3No confusion ne�d arise from the use of S to denote 
the semigroup as well as the set of all its elements. 
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defined to be th e function whose val ue at any point a of 
the given interval is f(a')og(a) ; (4) ,the integers under mul­
tiplication modulo n ; (5} all m x n matrices (for fixed 
" 
m and nJ over an arbitrary ring, under matrix addition; 
{51 all square matrices of order n over an arbitrary ring, 
un'der matrix multiplication; (7) all single-valued mappings 
of a set E into i tse1f, under iteration <.!.�., consecutive 
performance of mappings r. The first five of th ese are ex­
amples of commutative semigroups; the ftrst three are examples 
of infinite semigroups, and the fourth of a finite semigroup; 
(5j and (6) are finite if the ring is finite, otherwise in­
finite; and (7) is' fini te if the set E is finite, otherwise 
infinite. Additional examples will be found in the Appendix, 
which is a list, compiled by K. 3. Carman, J. C. Harden, and 
E� E. Posey, of all semigroups of orders less than five; we 
shall refer to these semigroups by number, semigroup m.n being 
the nth in the list of semigroups of order m • 
If a subset 31 of a semigroup S is itself a semi­
group under the defining operation in S ,  $1 will be called 
a subsemi�roup of S 0 Since associativity holds throughout 
S , it holds in SI I and a necessary and sufficient condition 
that a subset 81 of 8 be a subsemigroup of S is that Sl 
be closed -'llnder the multip11-Otrt1on defined in S .  If 81 is 
a subsemigroup'of S and Sl c: S , we shall say that 51 is 
a proper subsemigroup of S .  Clearly, if 82 is a subsemi­
group of 81 and 81 is a subsemigroup of S then 82 is a 
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subsemigroup of S .  Thus I in Example (2) above, the even 
integers in the semigroup form a subsemigroup regardless of 
whether addition or multiplication is'ohosen as the defining 
operation, while the odd integers form a subsemigroup under 
multiplioation but not under addition; and the entire semi­
group (2) , in turn, und'er either operation is a subsemigroup 
of (1) under the same operation. The other examples listed 
. . . 
above also contain noteworthy subsemigroups: the continuous 
functions on the interval are a subsemigroup of (:3); the in­
tegral multiples of d ,  where d is a divisor of n ,  are 
a subsemigroup of (4); the matrix all of whose elements are 
. 
zero constitutes by itself a subsemigroup of ( 5); the non-
singular matrioes in (6) form a subsemigroup, and the singu­
lar matrioes form another; in (7)' the one-to-one mappings oon­
stitute a subsemigroup . 
It is obvious that the intersection of an arbitrary 
oolt�ction of subsemigroups of a semigroup 8 is empty or a 
subsemigroup of 8 .  But the union of subsemigroups need 
not be a subsemigroup; for example, in the additive semigroup 
of integers modulo 6, if 81 consists of the multiples of 2, 
and 82 of the multiples of :3, then 2 + :3 = 5 � 81 v 82 • 
Definition 1.2. In a semigroup 8 ,  an element e suoh 
that ex = x for every x £ S is oalled a lefb i�entitl 
element of 8 0 Dually, an element f suoh that xf = x for 
every x c 8 is oalled a right identity element of S .  If e 
6 
is both a le ft identity element and a right identity element 
of S # !.�o" if xe = ex = x for all x eS" then e is 
called a two-sided identity element of  S , or simply an 
identity element of S o A  semigroup S may have any num­
ber of le ft (or of right) identity elements; but if it has 
at least one le ft identity element e and at least one right 
identity element f then e = e f  = f # whence S has an 
unique two-sided identity element and no other le ft or right 
identity element. 
Definition 103. In a semigroup S # an element y such that 
yx = y for every x ( S is called a le ft zero element4 of 
S # and an e lement z such that xz = � for every x e s  
is called a right � element of S 0 If X1 = 'Ix = 2. for 
every x € S , so that z is both a left and a right zero 
element of S "  then z is called a two-sided � element, 
or simply a � element, of S 0 A semigroup S may have 
any number o f  le ft (or of right) zero elements, but if it has 
a le ft zero element y and a right zero element z then 
y = yz = 2 , whence S has an unique two-sided zero element 
and no other le ft or right zero element . 
De finition 1040 An element a of a semigroup S is said 
to be idempotent if a2 = a 0 If a, b c S and an = b , 
4"  ,"" " ' Same writers pre fer the term annihilator or �nnulator 
instead of "zero element, " presumably to avoid confusion with 
the identity element of an. additive s'6migroup . Cfo Vandiver, 
.£E. cit., p .. 76. 
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where n is a positive integer,5 then a is oalled an 
nth root of b ; the roots of a two-sided zero element of 
S are oalled nilpotent elements. An idempotent element a 
is obviously an nth root of a for every positive integer 
n .  The square roots of a left or right identity element of 
S are often oalle-d involutory elements. Clearly, all left 
and right identity elements, and all left and right zero 
elements, are idempotent, and the former are involutory. 
Definition 1.5. If a and b are elements of a semigroup 
s , and. if there exists an eieme-nt x E: S suoh that ax :::: b 
then a is said to be a left divisor of b . if ya :::: b for , 
some y e S them a is said to be a right iu visor of b . , , 
if a is both a left and. a right divisor of b , it is oalled 
, 
a two-s1;ded divisor of b .  If a is a left divisor of every 
element of S ,  we may oall it a universal left divisor of S ;  
universal right divisors and universal two-sided. divisors of 
S are defined similarly. If a � b � x and ax = b , 
we say that a is a proper left divisor of b ; proper right 
divisors and proper two-sided. divisors are defined similarly. 
Every left (right} identity elemeht of S is of oourse a 
universal left (right) divisor of S, and any nth root 
(n > 1) of an element b is a two-sid.ed divisor of b (in 
5positive integral powers of an element of a semigroup 
are defined in the usuat way (bl = b; bn = gbn-l for n > 1) .and 
obey the rules �bn = tiM+n =.bntiM and (bM)n = bmn, eaoh_of 
whioh oan be derived from olosure and. assooiativity by.an easy 
induotive argument .. Non-integral.exponents and integral non­
positive exponents are not defined for elements of general 
semigroups. 
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particular, any idempotent element is a two-sided divisor of 
itself). If S contains a right (left) identity element e 
then every element a e S is a left (right ) divisor of i t-
� 
self, for ae = a (ea = a)o But in the absence of the appro-
� 
priate identity elements, an element need not divide itself. 
For example, in No. 4068 there are two right identity elements 
(1 and 2), which of course are universal right divisors of the 
semigroup, and each is a two-sided divisor of itself since 
each is idempotent; but neither is a left divisor of the other. 
The element 3 in this semigroup is idempotent (in fact, it 
is a two-sided zero element) and hence is a two-sided divisor 
of' itself 0 But the semigroup has no 'left identity element, 
and the element 4 " although a left divisor of itself, is 
not a right divisor of itself. It may be remarked that an ele­
ment (such as 4 in No. 4G44) may be a two-sided divisor of 
" 
itself without being idempotent. 
Definition 1. 6. The usual definition of group may be formu­
lated in our present terminology as follows: a group G is 
a semigroup containing a left identity element e of which 
every element of G is a right divisor. Under these condi­
tions it follows readily6 that e is a (necessarily unique) 
6For a neat proof, see Hans Zassenhaus, Lehrbuch der 
Gruppentheorie, v. I (Leipzig u. Berlin: Teubner, 1937}-,-­
po 20 rEnglish translation, The Theory of Groups (New York: 
Chelsea, 1949), same pageJ 
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two-sided identity element of G and that for each a ( G 
there is an unique inverse element a-l such that 
a-I a = a a-l = e • An equivalent definition? states that a 
group G is a semigroup in which, for arbitrary a, b (G , 
the equations ax = b and ya = b are solvable; the unique.;. 
ness of the solutions is easily proved. In our present termi­
nology the . latter definition may be stated thus: a group is 
a semigroup in which each element is a two-sided divisor of 
every element. We note that a group cannot contain either a 
left or a right zero element, and that its only idempotent 
element is the identity. Commutative groups are usually re­
ferred to as abelian. If a group G is a subsemigroup of a 
semigroup S ,  we shall say that G is a subgroup of S • 
In any group the cancellation laws hold: ax = ay implies 
x = y , and xa = ya implies x = y ; conversely, a finite 
semigroup in which both cancellation laws hold is a group,8 
but this need not be true for infinite semigroups <"� .• .s., the 
multiplicative semigroup of all positive integers ) . 
Definition l.? The product AB of non-empty subsets A 
. 
and B of a semigroup S is defined to be the set of all 
elements ab , where a , A and b E B 0 It is almost an 
?The equivalence of these definitions was first noted 
by Eo Vo Huntington, ItSimplified definition of a group," Bull. 
Amer .. Math .. Soc .. 8 (1901-2), pp .. 296-300. .A. proof is given 
in Zassenhaus, £E .. cit., p. 3. 
8For a proof, see Zassenhaus, loco cit. 
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immediate consequence9 of the associativity of the multiplica­
tion of elements defined in S' that the multiplication of 
subsets is associative: A(BC) = (AB)C • The following rules 
of calculation, which we shall Use constant1YI we shall list 
without proof:lO (1) if A1 �A and B1 � B , then 
A1 B1 G; AB ; (2) if ?n is any c lass of subsets then 
A • .}4",M = ,H".AM; (3) A' "� ... M C; ,.o"AM . The inc 1usi on re-
1ation in (3) is n�t-in general reversib1e.11 
Definition 1.8. In terms of multiplication of subsets, sub­
semigroups of a semigroup S may be characterized as non­
empty subsets A such that -A2 s:1 . If the stronger con­
dition AS � A is satisfied, A is called a right ideal of 
s· ; if SA -= A then A is called a left ideal of S ; if 
A is both a right and a left ideal of S it is called a 
two-sided ideal of S .  If A is a two-sided ideal of S 
then SAS = (SA)S � AS sa A .  Conversely, if SAS sa A and 
S has a left identity element e then '.AS = eAS sa SAB SA, 
so that A is a right ideal of S ; dually, if S has a right 
9A detailed proof 1s given in ·W. A. Rutledge's Univer­
sity of Tennessee Masterts Thesis, Normality in Semigroups, 
19481 p. 4. . . 
10 . 
�. For proofs, see Dubrei1, .£E. cit., p. 31. 
11! finite example in which the left-hand' side of the 
inclusion is empty while the right-hand side is not may be 
found in No. 4.49; it is discussed in detail in K. S. Carmants 
University of Tennessee Masterts Thesis, Semigroup Ideals, 
1949, p. 11 . An example in which. both sides are non-empty 
is given by Dubrei1, �. cit., p. 32. 
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identity element and SAS � A then A is a left ideal of 
S ; hence if S has a two-sided identity element and 
SAS sa A then A is a tWo--sided ideal of S .  But, in the 
absence of a.ppropriate identity elements, SAS Si A need not 
imply either SA s; A or AS sa A .  For example, in the 
commutative semigroup whose multiplication table12 is exhibited 
below, let A be the subset [1 2 3 4J • Then 
SAS :: S2 A :: r 1 2 4 5]· r 1 2 3 4J = (1 4J c· A ; but 
AS == SA :: r 1 2 4 5 J ¢. A • 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1 1 1 4 4 4 
2 1 1 1 4 4 4 
3 1 1 2  4 4 5  
4 4 4 4 1  1 1 
5 4 4 4 1 1 1 
6 4 4 5  1 1 2 
However, it should be notioed that, for an arbitrary non­
empty subset A of S ,  the subsets SA , AS , and SAS 
are respectively left, right, and two-sided ide�ls of S • 
Any left (right) zero element of S is evidently oon­
tained in every left (right) ideal of S J and hence in every 
12This semigroup was found in J. C. Harden's Univer­
sity of Tennessee Master's Thesis, Direct and Semidirect 
Products of SemigrOU�S, 1949, p. 14. It iathe direct 
product (a term we s all define later) of Nos. 2.1 and 3.2. 
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two-sided ideal; any two-sided zero element therefore lies 
in every idealo Indeed, a left (right, two-sided) zero ele­
ment is itself a right (left, two-sided) ideal; apd any left 
(right, two-sided) ideal consisting of a single element is 
a right (left, two-sided) zero element. 
. 13 We cite without proof the following well-known and 
fundamental theorems concerning ideals, of which we shall 
make constant use: ( 1 ) the produc t of two left (right, two-
sided) ideals of S is a left (right, two-sided) ideal of 
. 
[this statement can obviously be extended to the product of 
any finite set of left (right, two-sided) ideals, taken in 
any order) ; (2) if L is a left ideal and R a right ideal 
of S 1 then LR is a two-sided ideal of S , but RL need 
S 
be neither a left nor a right ideal of S (cf. No. 4.64); 
(3) the intersection of any collection of left (right, two­
sided) ideals of S is either the null set or a left (right, 
two-sided) ideal of S ,  but the intersection of a left ideal 
and a right ideal need not be an ideal (cf. No. 4.111); (4) 
the intersection of any finite collection of two-sided ideals 
of S is a two-sided id.eal of S ,  and furthermore the in-
tersection contains all the products obtained by multiplying 
all the ideals in the collection in any order; (5) the union 
13These results are easily obtained. Perhaps the 
least obvious is the fact that (even in the absence of a 
zero element) the intersection of a finite collection of 
two-sided ideals is non-empty; a detailed proof may be 
found in Carman, 2E. cit., p. 13. 
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of any collection of left (right# two-sided) ideals of S 
is a left (right# two-sided) ideal of S .  That (4) fails 
if the finiteness condition be dropped is shown by the fol­
lowing example: let S be the additive semigroup of all 
positive integers, and let Ak be the set of integers greater 
than k (k = I, 21 • • •  ) ;  then each Ak is a two-sided 
ideal of S 1 but n Ak = � 0 Furthermore 1 (4) need not 
It�S 
hold for one-sided idealsl for left (right) ideals may be 
� 
disjoint (cf. no. 4.66); howeverl it follows from (2) that 
if S contains at least one left ideal L and at least 
one right ideal R then S contains at least one two-sided 
ideall and since RL S; L "  R it follows that every left 
-
ideal intersects every right ideal. 
The principal left ideal generated El � element 
b E S is the ideal Sb; if S contains a left identity 
element e # then b = eb E. Sb , but in the absence of a 
left identity element we may have b � Sb (for example, 
-
the principal ideal generated by 2 in the multiplicative 
semigroup of even integers). Dually, the principal right 
ideal generated EI b is defined to be bS; and if S 
contains a right identi ty element then b € bS . We also 
define the principal two-sided ideal generated £I b to be 
SbS , which contains b if S contains a two-sided identity 
element. 
Definition 1.9. A subset A of a set M is said to be 
maximal in M with respect to � property P if A is 
14 
not a proper subset of any proper subset of M having prop­
erty P ..  Thus" A is a maximal subsemigroup (subgroup" 
ideal) of a semigroup S if A C B � S " where B is a 
subsemigroup (subgroup" ideal) of S "  implies B = S 0 
Definition 1 .. 10.. If a is an element of a semigroup S "  
and if" for all x" y ES "  ax = ay implies x = y " then 
a is said to be left cancellable in S ; dually" if xa = ya 
necessarily implies 'x = y;;,�., a is right cancellable in S .  
A cancellable element is one which is both left and right can­
cellable. We have already remarked (Definition 1.6) that if 
every element o f  a finite semigroup S is cancellable then 
S is a group. 
2. Divisors of identity .. 
We proceed now to a few theorems on left and right 
divisors of left and right identity elements.. In most cases 
we shall state only one of each pair of dual theorems .. 
Theorem 2.1.. If e is either � left identi ty element or a 
right identitl element of � semigroup S "  and if b is a 
root of e , then the left divisors of b form a subseroi-
group of S • 
Proof. Let cx = dy = b .  By hypotheSiS, bn = e 
for some positive integer n � 2 . for if b = e then , 
b2 = e2 = e .. Now 
(cd)( ybn-lx) = c(dy)bn-lx = cbbn-lx = cbnx = cex .. But if 
15 
e is a left identi ty element then oex = o{ex} = ox = b ; 
and if e is a right identity element then 
oex = (oe}x = ox = b .  Henoe, in either case, 
(cd)(ybn-lx) = b , whenoe od is a left divisor of b • 
By left-right duality, the right divisors of a left 
or right identity element b form a semigroup; and sinoe 
the set of two-sided divisors of b is just the interseo­
tion of the semigroups of left and of right divisors, the 
two-sided divisors also oonstitute a semigroup. 
In partioular (and this is the oase in whioh we are 
most interested) the left (right, two-sided) divisors of a 
. 
left or right identity element oonstitute a subsemigroup 
of S 0 
We remark that while in a oommutative semigroup the 
idempotent elements (and, more generally, the elements a 
suoh that an = a , where n is a fixed positive integer) 
oonstitute a subsemigroup, this need not be the case in a 
non-oommutative semigroupo For example, in No. 4.113 the 
elements 1, 2, and 4 are idempotent, while 3 is not, 
but 4-2 = ;) 0 
Theorem 2.2. If a semigrouE S oontains at ieast one left 
identity element, then all left identity elements of S 
have � oommon set D of left divisors, and D is exactly 
the set of all universal left divisors of S • Furthermore, 
D is � semigro� and oontains as a subsemigroup the set E 
16 
of al l le ft ident ity e l ements of S ; the s et o f  le ft ident ity 
elements  of D is  jus t E , which  g a l so the set  of al l ide m­
potent elements in D .  
Proof o Let e be a le ft identi ty  e lemen t  o f  S ,  let  
dx = e , and let  s £ S .  Then d ( xs) = (dx)s = e s  = s , 
. -
whenc e d i s  a le ft d i vi s or of the arbitrary e le ment s ,  
and hence is  a universal le ft divisor o f  S .  I t  is tri vial  
tha t ,  c onver s e ly,  any uni versal le ft divi sor of S is  a le ft 
divis or of  the arbitrary le ft iden t ity ele ment e .  By Theorem 
2.1 , D is a semigroup ; and s i nce any left ident ity element 
is a le ft di vis or of itself ,  E � D .  But i f  e and f are 
l e ft ident ity e lements of S then e f  = f E E , whenc e E 
is a subs emigroup of D " Let c be a le ft iden ti ty e lement 
of D , let d E D , le t e E E and let  s E S . then , , 
dx = e for s ome x E S . Now 
c s  = c ( e s ) = c es = c ( dx)s = (cd)( xs) = d ( xs)  = ( dx}s = e s  = s 
-
whence c i s  a l e ft identity e _le ment of S , i.e., 
- -
c E E ; 
the converse is  trivial" Hen c e  E i s  the set of  al l le ft 
ide ntity element s of  
then dx = s for s ome 
D 0 Finally, if d E D and s E S 
2-X E S ; he noe if d = d we have 
s = dx = d2x = d ( dx) = ds  I whence d E E . Converse ly,  
every element of E is  idempotent , so  we c onc lude  that E 
is  t he set  of all idempotent e lements o f  D 0 
Corollaryo A c ommutat ive semigroup S ha s � ident ity e le­
ment if  and onll if  S c ontains at least one universal 
, 
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divisor. If S has an identity element e ,  the divisors of 
e � just the universal divisors of S ,  and they form � 
subsemigroup of S • 
Proof. An identity element of S is itself a univer<-
sal divisor of S •.. Conversely, if d is a universal divisor 
of S ,  then d divides itself, so that dc ::: d for some 
c E S ; and if s E S then xd::: s for some X E S . 
Now sc ::: (xd)c ::: x{dc) ::: xd ::: s , whence c is an identity 
element of the commutative semigroup S .  The rest of the 
Corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2020 
Theorem 2.30 The left cancellable elements of a semigroup S 
form � semigroup, of which the right divisor s of any left iden-
tity element of S constitute � subsemigrouE· 
Proof .. Let a and b be left cancellable elements of 
S • Then, for any x, y E: S , ax ::: ay and bx = by each 
imply x ::: y .. Hence (ab)x = (ab)y implies a{bx) ::: a(by} 
-
which by hypothesis implies bx ::: by , and this implies x ::: 
Hence the left cancellable elements of S form a semigroup 
C ..  If e is a left identity element of S "  the right 
divisors of e are left cancellable in S; for if sd = e 
and x" y E S then if dx = dy we have 
x ::: ex = (sd)x ::: s(dx) = s(dy) = {sd)y ::: ey ::: y , whence d 
y 
is left cancellable. But, by Theorem 2.1" the right divisors 
of e form a semigroup, and hence a subsemigroup of C • 
.I 
• 
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No. 4065 a s sure s us that  the right di vi s ors  of a left 
identity e lement may be a proper subsemigroup o f  the left can­
c e l lable  e lements"  for he re the on ly le ft ident i ty e lement i s  
3 , and i ts onl y right divisors are 3 and 4 "  but e very 
e lement of the s emigroup is  left canc el lab leo 
We remark that i f  a s emigroup S c ont ains a left 
ident ity e lement and a right cance l lable el ement then the 
le ft ident ity e l ement is  unique. For" i f  e and f are 
left ident ity e l ement s and a is r ight cance llable in S "  
then ea = a = fa " whenc e e = f 0 
C orollary . In a finite commutat ive s emigroup S I the �-
c e l lable elements form � grouE C ; and if  S has an iden-
t ity element 
of C 0 
e then the divis ors of e form � subgroup 
Proofo Since C is  a finite s e migroup (by The orem 
� 
203) in whic h the c ance llat ion laws hold, C i s  a groupo 
But" as  i s  well  known,,14 any subsemigroup of a fi nite group 
i s  a subgroupo Hence» by The orem 203" the divi s ors of e 
const itut e a subgroup of  C 0 
We sha ll improve upon the s e c ond half of this  C orollary 
shortl y" by showing that e ven in a non-commutative finite 
semigroup the r ight d i vi s ors  of any l e ft identity  e lement 
14See" for example" Garre tt  Birkhoff and Saunders 
MacLane" A Survey of Mod ern Algebra (New York: Macmillan, 
1941)" p o -143o 
--
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form a groupo But before proceeding to this and other theorems 
on divisors of identity in finite semigroups we present a theo­
rem of Rees, 15 which we shall find useful and which may be of 
some interest on its own account. We have added slight embel­
lishments to the theorem, and we give a new and quite detailed 
proof. We first adopt 
Definition 2. 1. A semigroup all of whose elements are posi­
tive integral powers of some element b is called a cyclic 
semigroup. If all the elements in the infinite sequence b, 
b2, b3, • • • are distinct, then the correspondence bi � i 
2 3 between the elements of the semigroup b, b , b , • • •  and 
the additive semigroup of positive integers is an isomorphism, 
for bibj=bi+j�i + j .. 
Theorem 2 . 4. Every finite cyclic semigroup contains an uni­
que maximal subgroup, which is cyclic and is the intersection 
of all ideals of the semigroup .. 
Proof. Let B be the cyclic semigroup b, b2 , b3 , 
• • . generated by b • By the associative law, B is commu-
tati ve. If i r j implies bi r bj for all positive integers 
i and j , then B is the (unique) infinite cyclic semigroup, 
-
and is isomorphic to the additive semigroup of positive inte-
gers. Hence if B is finite there exist positive integers 
i and j such that i � j and bi = bj.. Let n be the 
15D• Rees, ffOn Semi-groups, " Proc. Carob. Phil. 
Soc., 36(1940), p. 3 88. 
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least positive integer such that bn = bk for some k � n ; 
then if k i i � n we have bn i bi , for if bn = bi then 
with botb i" n 
of n 0 Hence the elements 
and k '" n 
2 b, b , • 
, contrary to the choice 
o • , bn-l are distinct. 
Let m = n - k ; we show now that if j and q are positive 
integers and j > k then bjbqm = bj , and later that if j' k 
then bjbt i bj for every positive integer t .  Assuming 
j � k , we may write j = k + s , where s is a non-negative 
integer. If s = 0 and q = 1 , 
bJbqm = bkbm = bk+m = bn = bk = bj 0 If s = 0 and q > 1 , 
we make the inductive assumption that 
'
bkb(q-l}m = bk • But 
bkbqm = bkb(q-l}m bm = bkbm = bk , whence the induction is 
complete and bkbqm = bk for every positive integer q .  
Now if t is any positive integer and bkbt = bk then if 
s > 0 we have bk+s b t = bkb tbs = bkbs = bk+s • Letting 
t = qm , we see that for any positive q and non-negative s ,  
bk+sbqm = bk+s 0 Hence 
( 1 ) 
Let p be a non-negative integer, and let 
p = qm + � I where q and r are non-negative integers and 
r " m 0 We show now that bk+p = bk+r • If p "- m then 
r = p � and the res ult is trivial. If p _m and p =. 0 
(mod m) then p = qm , q > 0 , and by (1) we have 
bk+p = bk+qm = bkbqm = bk = bk+o = bk+r 0 If p >  m and 
p =1= 0 (mod m) then q > 0 , r > 0 I and 
bk+p = bk+qm+r' = bkbqmbr = bkbr = bk+r Q Since r '" m I 
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k + r � k + m , and an immediate consequence is tpat the 
n - 1 elements 2 b .. b , • . .. constitut� the whole 
of B ..  Furthermore, if j '" k then bj f. b
i fpr all 
posi ti ve integers i, i:l j " It follows 1.mmedif3,tely .. as 
forecast in the preceding paragraph .. that if j L k then 
bjbt :I bj for all positive integers' t • 
Now we show that if u and v !!! �-negative 
integers then bk+u = bk+V if and only if u !!.  v (mod m) • 
tet u = ql m + rl {ql � 0 , . a � rl "'- m}' and 
v = q2 m + r2 (q2 � 0 ,  a 4 r2 J:. m) . 
Then bk+u = bk+rl 
and bk+v = bk+r2 , whence if bk+u = bk+v then 
bk+rl == bk+r2 .. But a <II&. k + ri .. k + m (i = 1, 2) .. whence 
r 
k + rl = k + r2 , rl = r2 .. Hence u - v = (ql - q2)m, 
� 
that um, v (mod m) .. Conversely, if u,.v ( mod m) 
rl = r2 , whence b
k+u = bk+rl = bk+r2 = bk+v " 
We now prove a converse of (1) : if j and t 
positive integers and bjbt = bj 
tive integer q .  If bjbt = bj 
j � k ; hence b
k+{j-k+t) = bj+t 
whence by the preceding paragraph 
(mod m) .. whence t= a (mod m) 
= 
then 
then .. 
bjbt 
j - k 
• But 
t = qm for some 
as we have seen, 
= bj = bk+(j-k) .. 
+ t = j - k 
t '> a .. so that 
so 
then 
are 
posi-
t = qm for some positive integer q .. Combined wi th (1), 
this result yields the following: if j and t !!! Eositive 
integers then bjbt = bj if and only if both j ). k and 
t = qm for � positive integer q. 
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Let G denote the set 
of m distinct elements. We have already seen that if 
i .... k then bi E: G :I whence G is closed under multiplica-
tion and so is a subsemigroup of B .  We proceed to prove 
that G is a group; since B (and hence G) is commutative, 
• G the equa-we need only prove that for arbitrary 
tion bix = bj is solvable in G .  Let k = q' m + r ,  
q' � 0 ,  0 ,  r 4 m , and let q = 2 + qt . Then 
qm = {2 + q t)m = 2m + q'm = 2m + k - r ,  and, since r "" m , 
qm � 0 • i bj
' 
Since b , C G , we may take k 6i" k+ m - l  
and k 6 j � k + m - 1 , whence j - i � 1 - m .  Hence, since 
- r � 1 - m , 
qm + j - i = 2m + k - r + j - i �. 2m + k + (1 - m) + (1 - m) = k + 2.­
whence bqM+j-i c G .  But bibqm+j-i = bqm+j = bqmb j = bj � , 
so that x = bqm+j-i is the desired solution, and therefore 
G is a group and the solution is unique in G .  The exponent 
qm+j-i is not unique, of course, for bpm+j-i = bqm+j-i for 
any integer p � q .  It may be that qm + j - i > k + m - 1 , 
and it might seem desirable to give the solution in the form 
bt with k" t � k + m - 1 ; but this is not possible in 
general (l.e., for all i and j in the range from k to 
k + m - I), as the following argument shows. If bt = bqm+j-i 
then 
for 
pm � 
pm + 
t 
some 
=. qm + 
integer 
j 
(q - l)m = (1 
j - i, m + k 
- i -
p 0 If 
+ q'lm 
- r + 
j - i (mod ml, whence t = pm + j -
P � q then 
= m + q'm = m + k - r , and 
j - i • But if r � 2 and 
i 
j - i = 1 - m then m ,. k - r ,. j - i � k - 1 I and 
t = pm ,. j - i :!! k. - 1 I whenoe b t ttl G • Henoe 
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where t L qm ,. j - i , is not a solution in G for all 
ohoioes of i and j unless r "  2 .  But if r "" 2 and 
p = q - 1 == 1 ,. q' then pm = m ,. k - r � k ,. m - 1; and 
if j - i > 0 then t == pm ,. 'j - i > k ,. m 1 I whenoe t 
lies outside the range from k to k ,.  m - 1 .  The remain-
ing possibility is the oase r < 2 I P < q - 1 .  But if 
p � q - 2 = q' I then r � 2 implies pm, q'm = k - r � k , 
whenoe t == pm ,. j - i. k ,. j - i I so that if j - i � 0 
then t � k ; henoe either t � 0 and bt is not defined, 
or 0 � t � k and bt ¢ G 0 We oonolude that for no oyolio 
semigroup B is it possible to write the solution of 
bix == bj I for all i and j, in the form bt where 
k�t�k "m - l  .. 
Defining q I as in the preoeding paragraph, to 
be 2 ,.  ( k  - r) /m , where r is the least non-negative 
residue of k modulo m' it is obvious that the identity 
element of G is bqm , where qm = 2m ,. k - r .  Even when 
2m ,. k - r is as small as possible (i.�", when r = m - 1 
and 2m ,. k - r == k ,. m + I), qm > k + m - 1 ; henoe qm is 
never in the range from k to k + m - 1 • However, 
(q - l) m = {I + q')m > 0 and bib(q-l)m = bi for all 
i � k , so that b(q-l}m is the identity element of G .. 
And sinoe 0 4: r t6. m - 1 and (q - l) m == k ,. m - r I we 
have k ,.  1 � (q - l)m � k ,. m ..  Henoe b(q - l)m represents 
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the identity element of G in a form in which the exponent 
lies in the ranee from k to k + m - 1 unless the identity 
element is bk , in which case it is represented as bk+m • 
Clearly" no smaller exponent than {q - l)m will suffice, 
for if bt = b(q-1)m then t =: {q - l)m-=: a (mod m) , so 
--
that the greatest eligible t less than {q - l)m is 
(q - 2)m ; but (q - 2)m = q'm , and if ql = a then 
b(q-2)m is not defined. 
The inverse of an element bi € G is given by 
b(2q-1)m-i ; for 
bib(2 q-1)m-i = b(2q- 1)m = b(q-1)m+qm = b(q-1)m bqm = b(q-1)m • , 
and since i Ii. k + m and r � m we have 
( 2 q - l)m - i '> { 2 q - l)m - k - m = 2 qm - 2m  - k = 2m of. k - 2 r > k" 
so that b(2q-1)m- i  e G o  No smaller exponent than 
(2q - l)m - i will suffice for the inverses of all bi; 
f h d b f if bibt = b(q-1)m then or, as we ave argue e are, 
t c (q - l)m - i (mod m) , and the greatest such 
t � (2q - l)m - i is (2q - 2)m - i ; but if i = k of. m - 1 
and r = m - 1 then 
(2q-2)m-i = (2q-2)m-k-m+1 = 2qm-3m-k+1 = m+k-2 r+1 = k-m+3 , 
whence if m > 3 then (2q -2)m - i 4 k and 
b{2 q-2)m-i • G • 
We observe that, since bJbi , G for all j > a 
and all bi E G ,  G is not only a group but an ideal 
(necessarily two-sided since B is commutative) of B ,  
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and hence16 is the zeroid group (lo�ol the intersection of 
all two-sided ideals) of B 0 It follows thatl for every 
bj e- B and every bi ... G I the equation bjx::::: bi has 
a solution in G � It also follows17 that any group con­
tained in B but not contained in G must lie entirely 
outside G I and from this we conclude that every group in 
B is a subgroup of G • , for if Gt 
side of G I and bh i8 the element 
greatest exponentl 
esis G f. B and so 
then (bh) 2- = b2h 
h f. 1 0 Thus 
mal subgroup of B 9 
is a group lying out-
of Gt having the 
t- Gr since by hypoth-
G is the unique maxi-
FinallYI we prove that the group G is cyclic. 
Among the integers of the form xm + 1 , select the least 
one not less than k I and call it tm + 1 0 Since 
tm ... 1 � k I btm+l E G o Now (btm+�_
m 
= bm(tm+l) is the 
identity element of G since tm + 1 � k 0 On the other 
hand, if (btm+l) S = bs(tm ... l) is the identity element, for 
some positive integer s I then s(tm + 1) -5 0 (mod m) ; 
andl since tm + 1 is prime to m ,  this implies 8 S 0 
(mod m) I lo�ol s::::: hm for some positive integer h 0 
Hence the least positive integer s such that (btm+�
s 
l6For definition and properties of the zeroid 
group I see A. H. Clifford and Do D. Miller, "Semigroups 
having zeroid elementsl" Amero_Jour. Math.1 70(1948), 
pp 0 117-250 
l7Ibidol po 1230 
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is the id ent ity  e lement of G is m .  Thus the order of the 
e lement btm+l equals the order of the group , whenc e btm+l 
generates G ,  and G i s  cyc l ic . 
C orollary 10 Every finite s emigroup c onta ins at least one 
idempot ent element. 
Corol lary 2. Every subgroup of a c yc lic semigroup i s  cyc l ic. 
Proof. The infinite cyclic s emigroup has no idem-
potent element and hence no s ubgroup , whenc e the c orollary 
i s  true vacuous l y .  In a finite c yclic semigroup , we have 
shown that e ve ry group i s  a subgroup of  a cyc l ic group , and 
it i s  well known18 that every subgroup of a c yclic group is  
c yc li c  .. 
De fini tion 2 .. 2. We shall say that an element b of a s emi-
group i s  of finite  order if the cyc l ic s emigroup gene rated 
by b is  fin ite , and that t he order of thi s  c yc l ic semi-
group is the order  of b 0 
Lemma 2.1.. I f  a univers al l e ft d i vi s or b of a semigroup 
S is  o f  fin ite order , then the cyc lic semigroup B gener­
ated � b is  a grouE. 
Proof. By The orem 2 .. 4, B c ontains an unique 
maximal subgroup G cons i s ting o f  the powers 
• • 0 I 
18 
where n is the least  posit i ve integer 
Se e ,  for example, Zas senhaus, �. c it . ,  p. 15 . 
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such that bn = bk for same k � n .  Now if k = 1 then 
G = B and our result is attained. If k > 1 � we show 
first that bk is a left divisor of b • Since b is a 
universal left divisor of S � we may write b = bd for 
some d e S 1 and d = be for some c c. S • Now 
b = bd ;:: b (bc) ;:: b2c , whence b2 is a left divisor of b 0 
We make the inductive assumption that bk-l is a left divi-
f b th f S h b bk- l  sor 0 ; en, or some a .  , we ave = a • 
But a = br for some r E S 1 whence 
b = bk- la = bk- lbr = bkr . Thus by complete induction we 
have shown that bk is a left divisor of b .  Now let 
bq (k � q � n) be the identity element of G .  Then 
bqb = bq(bkr) � (bqbk) r = bkr = b .  But we have seen in 
proving Theorem 2.4 that bqbi = bi if and only if i � k , 
1.eol if and only if bi e G .  Hence b E: G and G = B • 
Theorem 2.5. A semigroup S has � left identitl element if 
and only if S contains a universal left divisor of finite 
order. 
Proof. The necessity is immediate, for any left 
identity element is a universal left divisor of S and 
generates a group of order 1 . To prove the sufficiency, 
let b be a universal left divisor of finite order. Now, 
by Lemma 2.1, b generates a group G ;  let e be the 
identity element of G ,  and let s 8 S 0 Then bx = s 
for some x f: S 1 and es ;:: e{bx) = (eb)x = bx = s , 
whence e is a left identity element of S • 
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Corollar�. A fini te  semigroup S has � le ft ident ity ele -
S has a unive rsal le ft divi sor .  
Lemma 2 . 2 . In a finite s emigroup S I an element b i s  
le ft canc ellable in  S if  and only i f  b i s  a universal 
le ft di visor of S • 
Proof of nec e s s ity . Let the distinc t elements 
sll • • •  I sn be all the elements of S .  By hypothes i s, 
i -:J j implie s  (i , j = 1 ,  . . . , nL whence 
the n elements bSl' • • • , bsn are distinc t and there­
fore c onst itute  all of S .  Henc e bx = s is  s olvable for 
eve ry s E S , whence b is a universal le ft divis or of S .  
Proof of suffic iency .  I f  b i s  a uni ve rsal le ft 
divi s or of S I i .�., i f  the equat ion bx = s i s  solvable 
for e ve ry s c S , then there are in S exac tly n dis-
t inc t element s bXl' . . . I bXnl where n is  the orde r of  
S , and i -:J j implie s  xi -:J Xj • Hence the elements 
xlI • • • , xn c onstitute all of S I whence bx = by im-
pli e s  x == y for any x, y £ S I !.� . ,  b i s  le ft c an­
c ellable in S .  
The orem 206. The right d ivis ors of a le ft ident i ty element 
of � finite s emigroup S form � subgroup o f  the semigroup 
of left canc ellable element s of S .  
Proo f .  Let e be any left identity element of 
S .  By The orem 2 . 3 ,  the right d ivisors of e form a subsemi­
group of the semigroup of le ft cancellable elements of S • 
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But in a finite semigroup, by Lemma 2.2, the left cancellable 
elements coincide with the universal left divisors; and, by 
Lemma 201, each universal left divisor in a finite semigroup 
generates a cyclio group. Hence each right divisor of e 
generates a cyclic group. Since the right d ivisors of e 
form a semigroup, any positive integral power of a right 
divisor of e is also a right divisor of e ,  whence all 
elements lying in the cyclic groups generated by right divi­
sors of e are right divisors of e .  Hence if r is any 
righ t divisor of e and k is an y positive integer then 
e = yrk for some Y E S . Now if i is the identity e18-
ment of the cyclic group generated by r ,  we have 
e = yrk = y (rki) = (yrk) i  = ei = i , w hence e is a common 
identity element for all the cyclic groups generated by 
right divisors of e .  Now let Re be the set of all right 
divisors rl' • • •  , rm of e I and let RII • • •  , � 
be the respective cyclic groups generated by these right 
di visors 0 Then Re = Rl v . • . \wi Rm .  Let a, b '�'C: Re ; 
then a € Rj (1 tIi j " m) and we may denote by 
-1 the , a 
inverse of a in the group Rj • Now 
a(a -lb) = (aa-l)b = eb = b , and a-lb � Re since Re is a 
semigroupo Hence ax = b is solvable in Re for arbitrary 
a, b ti' Re And (ba-
l )a = b{a-la) = be = b , the last 
equality arising from the fact that b E Rk (1  � k Ia m) 
and e is the identity element of Bk ; h ence the equation 
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ya = b is solvable in Re 0 Therefore Re is a group, 
as was to be proved. 
We note that an example may be given (the direct 
19 product of Nos. 2.1 and 4057) to show that the right 
divisors of a left identity element need not all generate 
the same cyclic groupo We note also that in a finite 
semigroup the left divisors of a left identity element 
( = universal left divisors = left canc�llable elements ) 
need not form a group; example: No. 40&5. In fact, we have 
Theorem 2.7. If the left divisors of � left identity ele­
ment e of a finite semigroup S form � group, then e 
� the only left identity element of S .  
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, all left identity ele-
ments of S have a common set D of left divisors. But 
every left identity element lies in D I and each such ele­
ment is idempotent. Since a group can contain only one idem­
potent element, there can be only one left identity element 
e in S I and it is the identity element of the group of 
left divisors of e • 
By left-right duality the foregoing theorems yield 
Theorem 208. In � finite semigroup S with a two- sided iden-
tity element e I the left divisors of e ,  right divisors of 
e , left cancellable elements, and right cancellable elements 
19The multiplication table of this semigroup may 
be found in Harden, ££. cito, po 200 
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all c oinc ide and c onsti tute a subgrou� of S 0 
3 .  Divi s or s  of zero. 
Theorem 3 . 1. The le ft d ivi s ors of  a right zero  element of a 
semigroup S form a le ft ideal of S • 
Proof. Let z be a right zero eleme nt of S ,  le t 
dx = z , and le t s £ S .  Then ( sd )x = s ( dx )  = sz  = z , 
whenc e sd i s  a left d ivisor of  z .  Hen c e  if D i s  the set  
of  all le ft divi s ors o f  z we  have SD ,; D , i.�., D i s  a 
left ideal of S .  
We note that the le ft divi s ors of a le ft zero ele -
ment of  S ne ed not form an ide al,  nor even a subsemigroup, 
o f  S ..  For example , in No .. 4.63 the element  2 i s  a le ft 
zero element , and it s le ft d ivi s or s  are 2 ,  3 ,  and 4; but 
4·2 = 1 • 
The orem 3. 2 .  
. . . . 
I f  !. semigroup S has a two- s ided zero e lement 
z form a le ft ideal of S , 
the right d ivis ors of z form!. right ideal of  S, and the 
. . . . 
two- s ided divisors  o f  z form!. subsemigroup 2! S .  
---
Proof.. f'he first two statements are imme diat e from 
The orem 3. 1 and i t s  le ft -right dual . Let L be the le ft 
ide al of left divisors of z and R the right ideal of 
right div i s ors  of z ..  Then the set of all two-sided divi ­
sors  of z is the intersec tion t� R .  But any le ft or 
right ideal of S is a subsemigroup of S , and the inte r-
sect ion of subsemigroups, i f  non-empt y, i s  a subs�migroup. 
Now L 1\ R 1- ¢ s i nc e  z c L "'" R I whenc e L ..I'\  R i s  a 
subsemigroup o f  S • 
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We obs erve tha t t he semigroup o f  two- s i ded d ivis ors 
of a tw o - s ided zero e lement ne ed not be a tw o- s i ded ideal of 
S .  An example may be extracted from the trans forma t i on s emi­
group of degree four ( = semigroup of al l s i ng l e - va lued mappings 
of a set  of four ob j ec t s  int o  it s el f ) ,  the mul t ip l i cat ion table 
o f  whi ch has been g iven in full by P�s e y ; 2 0  in P o s e y ' s  notation , 
the exemplary sub semigroup c ons i s t s  o f  the mapp ings Al l '7 1 
B2 ,  B8 1 B27 1  B47 1 B55 1 Bl15 1 B121 1  °1 1 04 1  027 1  033 1 034 1 
055 1 061 1 and Dl • 
Among the di visors of  a tw o- s i ded zero element are 
the n i lpotent e lement s .  In a commutative s emigr oup S the se 
form a subs emigroup , for if  a, b C S and am = an = z I 
where z is  a two- s ided zero e lement o f  
ron n m  
= a bmn = ( am ) ( bn ) = z · z = z • 
S , then 
In a non-c ommutat ive 
semigroup , howeve r ,  th is  need not be the cas e . For example , 
in t he s emigroup who se mul t ip l ic a t i on table i s  exhib ited b e -
l ow the e lement 1 is a two - s ided zero e l ement and 2 and 
3 are n i lpotent , but ( 2 0 3 }2 = 42 = 4 • 
2O:E 0 E .  P o s e y ,  .. Endomorph isms and Translat ions of  
Semigroups , Universi t y  of  Tenne s se e  laster ' s  The s is , 194� 
1 2 3 4 5  
1 1 I I I  1 
2 1 1 4 1 2 
3 1 5 1 3 1 
4 1 2  1 4 1 
5 1 1 3 1 5 
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We may find an examp le in the mult ip l ic at i ve s emigr oup 
of all s e c ond - order s quare matr ic e s  o ve r  th e ring of int egers 
t o  sh ow that the le ft di vi s ors  of a n ilpotent element need 
n ot f orm a semigroup .. Le t 
(- 10 N = 5 
-20, 
10) , 
(-2 4) B = 1 -2 .. 
Then N i s  n i lp o tent , and A and B are l e ft divi s ors  of  
N s i nc e  
(� 
But AB 
N , for 
c on s i st 
�)(-� 
= 
(-� 
i f  X 
-18) _ ( - 1O 
14 - 5 
10) ° ' whenc e 
i s  any matrix 
ent i re ly of zeros . 
-20) _ (-2 
10 - 1 -t) (i 12) 1 • 
AB c annot be a Ie ft di  vis or 
then the sec ond row of ABX 
of 
mus t  
4 .  Un ion ,  int e rs e c t ion , produc t ,  and dire c t  produc t o f  prime 
ide a l s . 
De f initi on 4 . 1 .  A left ( rig ht , two- s ided ) ideal P of  a semi-
group S i s  said t o  be Er ime i f  a,  b E S and ab E P 
j oint ly imp l y  that e i the r a E P or b E P ..  C learly,  a 
prime ideal might be de fined e quivalent l y  a s  an i deal whose 
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c omplement is e ither  empty ( in case  the idea l  is S it self, 
which is  obvious ly prime ) - or a subs emigroup of S ..  I t  is  
also c le ar t hat  a left ( right , two - s ided ) zero e lement of S 
is  a pr ime right ( le ft ,  two- s ided ) ideal of S i f  and only 
if i t  has no proper di vis ors o 
Theorem 4 0 1 .  The union o f  an arbitrary collecti on of prime 
right ide a ls o f  a s emigroup S i s  � prime risht ideal  of S .. 
Proof o Let [R�J be a collect i on of prime r ight 
ideal s of  S , where L range s over an index s e t  M of ar-
bitrary card inality . Then i f  a, b E S and ab E �VH p� 
we must have ab E PL, for some L € M • But P1. i s  prime, 
whence  e ithe r a E P� or b e PI. .. Therefore e ither 
a E U PI. or b E U P� , whenc e U PI. i s  prime. Simi-
larly for left and tw o- s ided prime ideals . 
The union of two or more ideals may be prime , howe ver, 
e ven  though none of the gi ven i deal s be prime ; for example, 
in No . 4 . 66 e ac h  o f  the e l ement s 1 and 2 i s  a left zero 
e l ement and hence a right ideal, and ne ither i s  prime s inc e 
3 ° 2 = 1 and
· 
4 0 1  = 2 ; but the ir union i s  prime . 
We n ow rai s e  the quest i on whether the produc t of two 
or m ore prime r ight ide als  ne ed be prime . Without further 
hypothe s e s, the answer  i s  negative , for in No . 4 . 71 the 
right ideals  [ 1 , 3, 4] and [4] are prime, while the ir 
produc t  [ 1 ,  4] is  n ot . On the other hand, in No.  4 .67 
the produc t [3 , 4J of the prime right ide als [2 ,  3, 4J 
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and [4J i s  a l s o  prime . We obse rve t ha t  in both the s e  ex­
amp le s one o f  the fac tors is proper l y  c ontaine d in the prod­
uc t ,  and we f ind that w hen thi s s i tua t ion d o es not obtain we  
c an find ne c e s s ary and suffi c i ent c ondi t ion s that a produc t 
of  prime right idea l s  be p rime . 
The o rem 4 . 2 .  f � Eroduc t o f  a fini t e  s e t  of  prime right 
ideal s of a s emigrouE S i s  Erime , then the Eroduc t ideal 
c ontains at  least  one of t he g i ven ideal s . 
Proof . Let Rl , • .  0 , Rn be prime right ideal s of 
S , and l e t  
K 
D Ri be an abbre viat i on for the p roduc t J 
Rn ( 1 .6 k :!ff. n ) • We w i sh t o  prove tha t  i f  
� n V Ri i s  prime then Rk .s; 17 Ri for s ome 
k ( 1  � k � n ) . Supp o s e , t o  t he c on trary , that 
'n 
Rk $. TJ Ri for a l l  k = 1 ,  . , n .  Then for e ac h  k 
the re i s  an e lemen t  
11 'rl 
al • ". a i = 11 ai 2 
;. 
11 
al V Ri and 
duc t i ve a s s umpt i on 
� 
'1'l 
s inc e ak 1l Ri 
suc h  tha t  Now 
11 
E TI Ri J whenc e 
t Ri i s  prime . 
" 
that ak • rr a i '11'+ 1  
1\ 
E s inc e 
Now If  we make the in-
= 
" 
E 1J Ri 0 Hen c e  by c om-w e  have TT ai /1 .. 1 
" 
p l e t e  induc t i on w e  c onc lude that an E 1l Ri ' c ontrary t o  
our c ho i c e  o f  an ' and t he the orem i s  proved . 
We have a l ready c i ted an e xampl e  ( N o . 4 . 71 ) whi ch shows 
that the c onve rse s tatemen t  " i f a produc t of  p rime r i ght ide a l s  
-
c ont a ins one of  them then the produc t i s  p rime " i s  fal se . How-
e ve r ,  we may s tate The orem 4 0 2  in a s l i ght l y  d i fferent form, 
and combine it with the trivial observation that i f  the 
product of prime i deals i s  one of those ideals then the 
product i s  pri me , to obta in 
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Theorem 4 ,, 3  � If £ .E.E0duc! of .E�!!.l!£ Eight J-deal s  .�f a semi­
gro up does !2ot EEoperll ccp.t a in any of them � then the Erodu./·, t  
i s  prime if and only if it  is � of' the .a! ven ideals " 
The proof of Theorem 4 0 2  holds m utat is mutandi s for 
two-sided idea1 s, and for these we may drop the hypothesis 
c oncerning proper inc lusion in Theorem 4. 3 .  For, as we have 
-
already n oted (in (4) of Definition 1 .8), any product of two-
sided ideals is contained in their i ntersec tion,  so that the 
product c annot contain any of them properl y  and th� i nclusion 
hypothesis in Theorem 4.0  is sat isfied a utomatically.  Hence 
we have 
Theorem 4.4. A product of prime two-sided ideals of � semi ­
group 1! prime if and only i f  g 1! � of the given ideals . 
Corollar1 _  I f  a Eroduct of prime �Ho-sided ideals of a 
semigro't!E. .!! primel then th� product of the ideals is j ust 
their intersec tion . 
r he converse of thL J corol lary fa ils s however , be c a use 
the in� er8ection of the ideals may be a proper s ubset of each 
of them . For example, in the commutat ive semigroup No . 4.23  
the ideal [1 1 4J i s  both the product and the i nter'section of 
the prime i deals [ 1 ,  2 ,  4J and [1 , 0 ,  4] , b ut is not pri me . 
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The inter s e c t i on o f  prime r igh t idea l s  ne e d  not b e  
pr ime ; f or example , i n  No . 4 0 66 the prime ri ght idea l s  
[I , 2J and [I , 'OJ int e rs e c t  i n  the right i d ea l  [ lJ I 
which i s  not prime . How e ve r ,  the que st i on whe t he r  the non­
emp t y  int e r se c t i on o f  a s e t  of prime r ight ide al s of a s emi­
g roup S is  pr ime in S ma y b e  r educ e d  t o  the que s t i on 
whether t he i nt er s e c t i on i s  prime in the uni on of the g iven 
ideals . 
The orem 4 0 5 ..  The inter s ec t i on o f  � s e t  of pr ime r ight ide als  
of � s emigroup S l! a pr ime right ideal of S if and onl y 
i f  it � a pr ime ri ght i de al o f  the un i on of t he given ide al s . 
Proofo  The ne c e s s i t y  b e ing o bvi ous , we proc e ed t o  
prove the s uffi c ienc y .  L e t  [RJ b e  a s e t  of prime righ t  
ide a l s  of S ,  where  L rang e s  ove r  an arb i t rary index 
s e t  M By hypothe s i s , n R 1.  i s  a prime r ight ideal of  L fM 
y,., R(, and hence i s  non - emp t y .  Le t x ,  y E S I xy E (\ L Ii M 
The n  i f  x � n Rl the re i s  s ome R;.. ( A E M )  suc h  that { €� 
x I RA and i f  y f n R l e M  l then the re i s  some Rft ( }J.  E 
s uc h  that y l Rfl • Hence x ,  y ¢ R�  A R,M • But 
x y  E n R L  C RfJ"\ RfI '  and b oth R "  and R,M are prime , !. H l 
whenc e e i the r x E R I- or y E R" , and e ithe r  x E R fA 
or y €. H}4 The re fore , we have e ithe r  x E R 1- and y E 
or e l se y E Rt. and x E R,M • In e i t he r  c a s e , 
x ,  y E R "  v R f'A  S U R L e M  I. 0 But , by hypothe s i s ,  n R L I M  l 
i s  prime in U R I whenc e e i t he r  x E n HI.. or L E M  !. � ' M  
Y E n Rio 0 Hen c e  n H I.  i s  a prime ide a l  of S .. I. E M  L f M 
Rt 
M )  
Rft 
0 
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C l early the foregoing the orem is equally valid for 
tw o- s ided ideals » but for fin it e s e t s  of the s e  we have the 
foll owing mo re speci fic re sul t o  
The orem 4 ., 6 0 The lntersec clon of � fin ite s e t  Ef prime tw o� 
sided ls.e a l s  of a s emigrour. S is I:r ime if and E..:..g...1: 5_ f !!:e 
inters ect ion is  � o f  the �iv�� ��eala Q 
Proof G The suffic iency i s  tr ivial.  To prove the neces-
s i t y ,  l e t  AI '  . ? • , An be pr ime two-s ided ideals of 
and recall that the ir intersect i on mus t b e  n on-empty .  If 
'n 
Ai -f I(t Ak for all k 
= 1 ,  . I n I then for each 
'T1 
there is  an e lement ak e Ak such that ak ,. IJ Ai • 
Now , exactly a s  in the proof of Theorem 4.2 , w e  may prove 
induct ive l y t hat if ".. ai E Q Ai then an E Q Ai ' 
contrary t o  t he choice of an I and hence conclude that 
71 'II 1\ 
S , 
k 
11 ai ¢ Q Ai . But "IT a i E V Ai � Q Ai • Hence i 
1'\ 
Ai -f Ak the supposi t i on that n for a l l  k = I , . • . , 1 
i s  contradi cted,  and our the orem is  proved . 
n 
Definiti on 4 . 2 .  The direct product of two semigroups S and 
T is de fined to be a system whose e lements  are all  the orde red 
pairs ( s " t )  I w1 s E: S and t E T " and w ith multipli-
cati on d e fined by ( s1 1 tl ) ( s 2 1  t2 ) ;:;; ( s l s2 ,  tlt2 )  " The 
de fini ti on may be ext ended readi ly  t o  the d irect product of 
any finite  set of semigroups o It is we ll known ( and easily 
proved ) that a d i rect pr oduct of  semigroups is a
'
semlgroup ,, 21 
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and that a subset  of such a dire c t  produc t is a left ( right , 
tw o- s ided ) ideal the reof  if and only if  the subset  i s  the 
di re ct  produc t of le ft ( right , two-sided ) ideals of the 
fac tor s  .. 22 
Our purpose in introduc ing di re c t  multiplication at 
this  point is s imply to point out that the dire c t  pr oduct o.f 
prime idea ls  of tw o s emigroups need  not ·be prime in the direct 
produc t of the s emigroups . For examp l e , the commutat i ve s emi­
groups No . 2 . 2 and No . 3 0 16 each have a zero e lement , and the 
orde red pa ir o f  zero  e lements is ( nec e s sarily ) a zero e lement 
of the di re c t  produc t , 23 and henc e a two-s ided idea l ;  but it  
haa  proper divis ors and there fore · i a not prime . 
5 .  Prime ideal s  in aemigroups wi th identity e l ements . 
In this secti on and the next we  sha ll be conc e rned 
with maximal ideals as well as  with prime ideal s ,  and a few 
word s c oncerning ' the property of maximality  s e em t o  be in 
order here .. 
We not e first  that whi le a two- s ide d ideal which  is 
a maximal right ideal i s  ne c e ssar ily a maximal two- sided idea l ,  
the conve rse need not hold o For example , in No . 4 .7 4  the 
idea l [3 " 4J is a maximal tw o- s ided ideal but is  properly 
c onta ined in t he proper maximal right i deals [I , 3 ,  4J and 
[ 2 , 3 ,  4] • 
22Ibid  .. , p .  7 .  
23Ibid o , p .  15 , the multiplicat ion tab le i s  given . 
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A s imi lar situat ion ari s e s  whenever we d i scus s maxi -
mal ity with re spec t to the con junc tion o f  two or  more proper-
tie s "  In particular,  under Definit ion 1 09  a maximal prime 
right ideal of  a s emigroup S i s  a prime r ight ideal whi ch  
i s  not  prope rly c ont a ined in  any proper prime right ideal of 
S .  Such an ideal need not be a maximal right ideal of S 
for example D in No o 4 0 25 the maximal prime two- s ided ide al 
[4J i s  properly c ontained in the prope r  two-s ided ideal 
[l p  2 ,  4J 0 To avoid ambiguity: we  might speak of  a maximal 
pr ime r ight ideal as maximal among the prime right ideal s  of 
S .. and similarly for le ft and two- s ided ideals o On the 
other hand .. a prime maximal right ( le ft "  two- sided ) ideal is 
a maximal right ( le ft ,  two - sided ) ide al of S whi ch  is  al so 
a prime id eal of  S ; this  c oncept will  recur frequently in 
the seque l a  
We shall ha ve oc c as i on to use repe atedly the obvi ous 
fac t  that  if a left ( right , tw o- s ided ) id eal A of S 
, 
c onta ins every prope r left ( right , two - sided ) ideal of S ,  
then  A is  an unique max imal le ft ( right , tw o- sided ) ideal 
of S " 
We no te in pas s ing that maximal ity of  ideal s ( e ven of 
prime id eals ) is not pre s erved under dire c t  multip licati on o  
24 For example , in the d ire c t  produc t of Nos G 2 0 2  and 3 0 16 
the zero eleme nt is  not a maximal i deal , al though the zero 
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elements of the re spec t ive fac t ors  are b oth maximal and pr ime . 
De finition 5 ,, 1 .. We extend De finiti on 1 . 5 by  intr oduc ing a new 
kind of divi s or o  I f  a ,  b E S we shall say t hat  a is  an 
in ternal d ivis or of b l. f there exist  elements x ,  y f: S 
such that xay = b ..  An e I. ement which i s  'not a left ( right , 
internal ) divi s or of D may be c alled  a left ( right , internal ) 
non-divi s or of b .. 
The orem 5 .. 1 .  The set  o f  all right �-divi sors of !£ arbitrary 
element b of a s emigroup S e ither is  empty ( in which  � 
b is a left zeroid e lement of S and henc e25 lies  in the 
interse ct i on of  al l le ft ideals of  
ideal of S ; and dually .. The set  of all internal non-d ivisors 
of b e ither i s  empty or is  � two - s ided ide al of S .. 
Proof . Let a be  a right non-divi s or o f  b and let  
x E S .. Then if  sa i s  a r ight di vis or of b , 1 "� " ,  if  
x { sa )  = b for s ome x E S , we  have { xs )a = b , c ontrary 
to the hypothe sis  tha t  a is a right non-d ivis or of b "  
Henc e sa i s  a ri ght non-di vi sor of  b for every s E S 
and e very right non-divi sor a ;  1 .. � " , the right non-divis ors 
form a le ft ideal of S .. 
Now le t a be  an i nt ernal non-d ivi sor of b I and let 
s e S ..  The n i f  sa  is  an internal divi s or of b we  have 
b = x{ sa ) y = { xs ) ay for some X I y E S ;  and if  as i s  an 
25C lifford and Miller ,  £Eo c it . , p .  1 18 .  
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int ernal d i vi s or of  b we  have b = u ( aa ) v  = ua ( s v )  for 
s ome u,  v E S a In each c a se t he hypothe s i s  that a i s  
a n  int e rna l n on-div i s or of  b is c ontrad ic ted . The re fore 
sa and as are int ernal n on-divi s ors  of b ,  whenc e the 
internal non- d i vi s ors  of b c on s t i tut e a tw o-s ided ideal of  
S 0 
I t  may be noted that when an e lement b ha s at  l e a s t  
one right ( le ft ,  internal ) non-di visor,  t he l e ft ( r igh t ,  tw o­
s ide d ) id eal of a l l  suc h  non- divis ors ne ed not be prime ; for 
examp le , in No o 4 0 6 9  t he right d i vi s ors of 2 do not form a 
s emigroup , whence t he l e ft i de al of  r ight n on-divis ors of 2 
i s  not p rime o It  may al so be  remarked that t he r ight non-
d i vi s or s  of b ,  when they e xi s t , ne ed not form a right ide al 
o f  S ; for e xample , in No o 4 0 84 the on l y  r ight n on-d ivi s o r  
of 1 i s  4 ,  whi ch i s  a right z e ro e l emen t ,  and henc e a 
l e ft ide a l , but i s  not a right ide al o 
Lemma 5 0 1 0  I f  a ri ght id eal A of � a emigroup S c on tains 
a l e ft d i vi s or of a l e ft ident ity el eme nt e of  S ,  then 
A = S ; and duall y o  I f  a two - s ided ideal M of S c ontains 
an intern a l  divi s or of e , then M = S 0 
Proof 0 If a E A · and ax = e for some x E S , 
then e = ax E AS c::: A , whe nc e S = eS S AS S;; A , s o  that 
A = S If  m E M and xmy = e for s ome x ,  Y E S , then 
e = xmy E SMS 5 M , whenc e S = S( eS ) = SeS S 3MS S M , 
s o  t ha t  M = S 0 
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Throughout the r e s t  o f  this sec t ion , we shal l be  c on­
cerned with non-d ivi s ors of one - s ided and two- s ided ident i t y  
e l ement s o  T o  avo id tiresome repet it ion ,  we pre sc ribe the 
follow ing nota t i on for the rema ining devel opments of  thi s 
s e c t ion :  in a semigroup S with le ft , right , or two- s ided 
identity  e l ement e Ii L wtll  denote the s e t  of all right �-
divi s or s  of e , R the set  of �l l le ft non-d ivi sor s  of 
and T the set of all internal non-d ivi sors of e 0 It 
should be noted that L �  R ,  and T are prope r sub se t s  of 
e , 
S ; for e e e  = ee  = e , whenc e e has at least one int erna l 
divi s or , at le ast  one ri ght divi sor,  and at least one le ft 
divi s or o We shall  use thi s fac t repeatedly wi th out further 
explic it ment ion of it in the proofs o 
The orem 5 Q2 0  In a semigroup S c o:r:taining a left ident ity 
element  e ,  if  R 1 ¢ then R is  an unique proper maximal 
r ight ideal o f  S I ,!lnd i s  prime Q 
Proof " By The orem 5 0 1 ",  R is  a right ideal of  S 0 
If A i s  any right ideal of  S , and A ¢ R , then , si nc e  
R is  the set  of  all  le ft non-d ivi sors  of e I there  i s  an 
e l eme nt (; E A such that ax = e for some x E: S 0 He nc e I 
by Lemma 5 0 1 , A = S 0 There fore R c ontains every proper 
right ideal o f  S and hence is  an uni que maximal right ideal 
of S 0 By Theorem 2 0 1 ,  C ( R )  is a semigr oup ,  whenc e R is 
a prime ideal "  
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C orollary o I f  a semigroup S conta ins  a le ft ident i ty e le ­
me nt e and c on tain s a prope r right ide al A ,  then S c on­
tains an unique proper maximal r igh t idea l ,  whi c h  is prime . 
Froof o S inc e A i s  proper by hyp othe s i s ,  it fo l l ows 
from Lemma 5 0 1 that A c onta ins no le ft d i vi s or of  e 0 
Henc e A � R , whenc e R � ¢ and The orem 5 0 2 yields the 
de s ired c onc lus i on o 
The orem 5 0 3 0  In � s emigroup S c ont aining .! le ft ident ity 
e lement e I i f  L � ¢ then L 1 s .! proper prime l e ft ideal 
of S ;  if S is finite , 
Proof o By The orem 
L i s  a maximal l e ft idea l  of S • 
S o l ,  
-- - ---- -----
L i s  a l e ft ide a l  o f  S I 
and by Th e orem 2 0 1 it  is  prime o I f  S i s  finite , suppose 
L C B  S S I where B i s  a le ft ideal of S • .  Then , s inc e 
L i s  the s e t of a l l  right n on-divis ors of e I the re i s  an 
e l eme nt b E B such that yb = e for s ome y E. S , whenc e 
e = yb E SB S; B 0 But , by The orem 2 06, C ( L ) i s  a group 
w ith e a s  i t s  identity e l ement ,  whenc e C ( L } 0 e = C ( L ) • 
Henc e C C L ) = C C L ) 0 e s: C ( L ) 0 B � SB s= B , when c e  
L v  C ( L ) S; B 0 But L u C ( L ) = S , whenc e B = S 0 There-
fore L i s  a proper maximal l e ft ideal of S 0 
We note that the prope r max imal ideal L ,  unlike R ,  
nee d not b e  un ique ; see , for example , No o 4 . 57 0  
The orem 5 0 4 0  In a s em1group S c ontaining � le ft ident ity 
e l ement e ,  if T � ¢ then T � an unique proper maxima l 
two- sided ide a l  o f  S 0 
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P roof o Let T � ¢ and let M be any proper two -
sided a1 of S ..  If M � T then M contains at least 
one int e rnal divi sor of e ;  whenc e l  by Lemma 5 0 1 � M = S • 
T c onta a ve �y pr ope r two-sid ed ideal of S ,  whenc e 
T I s  an un ique pro per maximal tw o '-si ded ideal of S <> 
identit:r e1 6 -
an un 
-"_. -........... -
proper ptBximal tw ,?,",sided ideal " 
Proof o By Lemma 5 a l t  M c ontains no proper internal 
d i vi sor of e � whenc e M C T , T � ¢ I and Theorem 5 0 4 
applies" 
The orem 5 05 0  I n  � samigrouE S containins � le ft identitl 
5'leme n� a I L ::  ¢ if and qnll if S is � group ; if S 
R :: T = ¢ ; 
than T = R L Q 
T S R I _a_n_d _i_f s is fini te 
Pr oof o If S i s  a group � then S contains no proper 
left or r ight or two- side d i deals ; henc a L ::  R :: T == ¢ 0 If 
L =.: ¢ then e very elem e nt o f  S is a ri ght divisor of e I 
i () e o  e V6ry e lament ha s a Ie ft inverse with respect to the 
left iden '� ity e l ement e J whenc e S 
t € T and tx = e for some x E S 
e tx = �, at  jx :: tx == e 5 whence t ¢ T 
then 
fini te 
if R 
tx f: e for all x 
then " b y  Lemma 2 ,,2 
- ¢ then T - f( -- -
E S " !"� � I 
and Theorem 
¢ 0 And if 
is a group o If 
then 
p hence if t E T , 
T £. R 0 If S is 
2 ,,6 ,  R c L 1IIb ence � 
R :f ¢ (still a s suming i 
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s t o  be finite ) l e t  a E R ; then , i f  xay = e for s ome 
x ,  y E S 3 we have ay E e e L )  C C ( R} , 1 .� . ,  a y  i s  a 
le ft d ivi s or of e , whenc e a 
c on tra.ry t o  the hypothe s i s  that 
i s  fini te then R £; T , so t ha t  
i s  a l e ft d ivi � or o f  e ,  
a E R .  There fore i f  S 
T = R S;; L .  
We may now c la s s ify s emigroup s  c ontaining le ft ident ity 
e l eme nts  a c c ord ing to the emp t ine s s  or n on-emp t ine s s o f  the 
s e t s  L ,  R ,  and T .  Al though ! pri or i  e ight c a s e s  c ould 
ari s e ,  i t  fol l ow s  from the rela t i ons  exhib ited in The orem 5 . 5 
that on ly four o f  the s e  c an a ri s e : ( 1 )  L = R = T
'
= ¢ ,  S 
b e ing a group in thi s  c a s e  and onl y  in thi s c as e ; 
( 2 ) L 1 ¢ I R = T = ¢ , No o 4 .. 65 be ing an example o f  this 
c a s e ; ( 3 )  L 1 ¢ J R 1 ¢ ,  T 1 ¢ , No . 4 . 60 be ing an ex­
amp le of thi s c as e ; ( 4 )  L 1 ¢ ,  R 1 ¢ ,  T = ¢ , there 
be ing no f in i t e  exampl e  of this  c as e  ac c o rd ing t o  The orem 5 .5 .  
We have not  found an exampl e  of C a s e  ( 4 ) ,  but we c an g ive an 
examp le t o  show tha t i f  S i s  infin i t e  we may have T ¥ R • 
Let S be the s em igroup o f  al l s ingl e - valued mapp ings o f  
the s e t  N o f  n on-negat i ve integers int o  i t s el f,  le t l 
denote t he ident i t y  mapp ing n -7 n ( a  two - sided ident ity 
e leme nt o f  S ) ,  and for any e l ement s t:p , 1JI E S d e fine 
q:> )V  to be  the re sult of performing fir s t  VI J t hen cp .  Now 
le t cP be d e fined by cp ( n ) = n + 1 for eve n  int e gers n 
and cp ( n )  = n for odd n Q S in c e  �( N )  1 N J rp c annot b e  
a left d i vi s or o f  L .. Let y be d e fined b y  � ( n ) = 2n 
for al l n e: N , and l e t  -x.. be d e f ined by ( n ) = 0 for 
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e ven n and X ( n )  = (1/2)( n-l )  for odd n .  The n  
f o r  al l n E N , wh e n c e  Xcpi.f= l • The r e fore 
cp e R w h i l e  <p � T " 
The s e  f ind ings ; t oge t he r  w i th Th e orem 2 . 2 ,  may b e  
summari z e d  in 
The orem 5 � 6 o  I f  � s emigroup S c on�ai ni ng � le f t  i de n t i ty 
e l eme n t  is not � gr oup ; then S c ont a i n s  at l e a s t � prope r 
p r im e  le ft ide a l ,  an d , un le s s  e ve ry e leme nt o f  S i s  a l e f t  
d i v i s o r  o f  a l l  e l eme n t s  of S , c ontains � uni que proper 
maximal �ight i d e a l . I f  S i s  f i n i t e , and i s  n o t  � group ,  
i t  c on t a i ns a proper maxima l le ft i d eal , a nd i t s  pro p e r  max i ­
ma l righ t i d e al , i f  � exis t s , i s  al so an uni que maximal two ­
s id e d  i d e a l . 
For semigroups ha ving two <� s i d e d  i de nt i ty ' e l ement s ,  we 
may c omb ine the foreg o i ng the orems w i th the i r  l e ft -right 
dua l s  t o  ob t a i n  
The orem 5 Q 7 o  In � s emigr oup S ha ving a tw o- s ide d  i d e nt i ty 
e l eme nt , i f  S i s  not a group the n  S c ont a i n s  prope r maximal 
l e ft anq Ei�h� i d e a l s �  e ach unique and prim e , and an uni que 
max imal tw o - s i de d  i d e a l  whi 9h � p rime i f  S i s  fi n i t e . 
We c an improve up on the la s t  part o f  The orem 5 .. 7 by 
proving 
The orem 5 . 8 .  I f  T i s  th e maxima l proper tw o- s i d e d  ide a l  o f  
� s em igrou£ S w i t h two - si d e d  ident i t� e l ement e I and i f  
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C ( T )  i s  finite s then T i s  a Frim� ideal and C C T )  is a 
grou:p .. 
Proof . Le t A be t he set  of al l le ft di vi sors of 
e ,  B the s e t  of all r ight d ivis ors of e a and D the 
set  of al l internal d s ors of  e 0 Then C ( T )  = D and 
A v B D c. By Theorem 2 � 3 and i t s  dual � A ana B are 
fini t e  semigroups ; and each e l eme nt of A is a l e ft divi s or 
of th e right identity e lement e ;  and each e lement of B 
a right divi s or of  the l eft identity e lement e 0 Hence �  by 
Theorem 2 q6 and i t s  dual " A and B are groups Q The refore ", 
for arbitrary a E: A .: there exi s t s  an element a -1  E A 
suc h  that - 1  a = e so  that a i s  a right divis or of a :I 
and henc e A S- B .. Simi larlY:I B 5 A :I whence A = B .. 
Now let  d E D . then xdy = e for s ome X s Y E:. S and J " 
nec e ssari ly x ,  y e C C T )  s inc e x is  a left and y a 
right divisor of e "  Hence xd e A = B s whence  xd I 
and there fore d :l  is a right divisor of  e 0 Therefore 
D S; B , whenc e D = A = B ,  O C T ) i s  a grouP I and T i s  
prime .. 
The proof just c omple ted shows that the s e t  D of 
e 
all divis ors of a tw o�s idej ident ity e lement  o f  a semigroup 
i s  a g :r olJ.p i f  D is  f inite ., A famil iar exampl e  is  t he 
group [ ±  1 ,  ± iJ in the s emigroup of Gaus sian integers o 
6 .  Prime i de al s  and maximal ideal s Q 
In thi s  c onc luding s e c tl on we inve s t igate the c ondi -
t i ons und er  which a maximal i d e a l  is  prime � wi thout as suming 
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the ex i s t e nc e o f  a n  i de n t i ty e 1e ment Q 
grouE S ,  and !! t 
i s  c on t a ined in S2 
c omn l ement o f  M i s  c ommut atl va aw.J. 
,,"�,� --,,- --
t h e n  M i s  a prime i d e a l  of S 0 
P r o o f Q  The t h e o rem i s  t r i vial i f  M = S Q Le t M 
be a p ro p e r  maximal id,: al an d supp o s e  M i s  n ot prime ; 
then the r e  e x i s t  e lemen t s  x and y ( no t  ne c e s s ar i l y  d i s -
t inc t ) in C ( M )  suc h that xy ¢. M "  Le t x b e  s ome fixed 
e l eme nt o f  C (M )  s uc h  t ha t ;  for at l e a s t  on e e l emen t 
y £ C (M )  I xy E M I and l e t  Y be the s e t  o f  a l l  suc h 
e l emen t s  y 0 We di st ingui s h  tw o c a s e s : ( 1 )  Y c: C (It ) 
and ( 2  ) Y = C (M ) .. 
C a s e  ( 1 ) :  In th i s  c a s e we shal l show that M v Y 
i s  a two - s i de d  ide al o f  S ,  ! �� Q $ tha t (M U Y ) S  � M V Y  
� 
and S C M  v Y )  S 1M! u y "  S inc e S =:: M v C ( M ) , w e  m a y  
-
ac c omp l i sh thi s by show ing tha t (M v Y )M � M v Y and 
M (M u Y )  � 1'4 VI Y I whi c h  i s  ob vi ous s inc e M i s  a two -
s i d e d  ide al ; and tha t ( M  v Y ) o C ( M )  � M u Y  and 
-
C (M ) .. (M U Y )  C M V Y .  N ow i f  Y It Y and c £ C e M )  
then x( yc ) ::-.: { xy ) c  £ 11 , f o r  xy e M ; henc e e i t he r  
y c  €' M o r  yo .;; Y }i s o  the. t ( M  v Y )  o C  ( M ) � M U Y .. 
And sinc e we have a s s umed C e M )  t o  be c ommut at i ve ,  
x ( c y ) = x ( yc ) = ( xy ) o E M "  w hen c e  e i t he r  c y  c M or 
c y  £ :( � and th ere fore G ( M ) · (M v Y )  � M v Y � Th i s  
c omp l e t e s  the p r o o f  that M \.) Y i s  a tw o - s ided ideal .. 
S i n c e  Y i s  n on - emp t y  and M ..... , Y ;:: ¢ I M e M U Y ; 
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and M v Y C S s inc e in thi s c a se we have assumed 
Y <:: C (M )  � Therefore M v Y is a proper tw o- s ided 
ideal o f  S 6 properly c ontaining M I c ont rary to the 
hypothe s i s  that M is  maxima l  .. 
C a se ( 2 ) :  I f  Y = C { M )  then , by vi rtue of the 
hyp othe s i s  tha t  C ( M )  i s  c ommutat ive , yx = xy £ M for 
all y E. C (M ) I whenc e xS � M and Sx S;; M ..  In par­
t i c ular I x2 c M J whenc e x � x2 .. But s inc e 
C eM )  C S2 , there exi s t  e l ements a and b ( not nec e s -
sarily  d i st inc t ) in S s uc h  t hat x = ab ; and both 
and b lie in C e M )  s inc e x t£ C OlI)  .. Now e ither 
or b � x I for if a == b = x then x = ab ;::: x2 . say , 
a � x 0 Henc e  M v x i s  a two- s ided ideal o f  S I for 
( M  v x ) S ;::: MS v xS � M v M � M � M v x and 
S C M  v x )  = 8M v Sx '= M \wi M � M s;. M v x ..  But 
M c. M u x s in c e  x E C (M ) ; and M u x e S s inc e 
a 
a � x 
a € C (M )  and a f x ..  There fore M v x i s  a proper two -
s ided ideal o f  S I properly c on taining M I c ontrary to the 
hypothe si s  t ha t  M i s  maximal .. 
The suppos i t i on t hat M i s  not p rime having led t o  
a c ontrad ic t i on in b oth c a s e s ,  w e  c onc lude that M i s  prime . 
We obse rve that in the above proof of Cas e (1 ) no us e 
was made of  th e hyp othe s is that C (M)  � S2 .. Henc e by c om­
bining the maxima l i t y  of M I t he c ommutat ivity of C (M )  , 
and t he c ondition d e fining C ase (1 ) , �e ob tain the 
5 1  
C or o l lary 1 0  I f  M i s  a max imal tw o- s i de d  id e a l  o f  � s emi ­
gr oup ,  i f  t h e  c omplemen t O (M }  i s  c ommutat ive " and i f "  f or 
e ve ry e l ement x E: C (M }  , x g C ( M ) ¢: M , the n  M i s  a 
prime ide a 1 0 
The c ond i t i on X "  O (M )  � M whi c h  s uffi c e s  in the 
p r e s e nc e of the maxima1 i t y  o f  M and the c ommut a t i vi t y  o f  
the c omp lemen t  may be c on tra s t ed w i th the much s tronge r de ­
fin ing c ondi t i on for prime id e a l s " vi z " "  [C (M n 2 � O eM )  " 
An immediate c ons e quenc e of The orem 6 .. 1 i s  
C or o l lary 2 .. In � s emigroup S such that 82 = 8 " e ve ry 
maxima l two - s i d e d  ideal who s e  c anp1ement 1! c ommu tat i ve 1! 
prime .. In par t i c ular " in � s emigroup having e i ther a � 
E! � r ight ident i ty e lement e ve ry max ima l two - s ided ide a l  
w ho s e  c ompl eme nt � c ommu ta t i ve i s  pr im e  .. In a c ommutat ive - -
s emigroup s uch tha t S2 = S ( and � fort iori in � c ommuta­
t i ve s emigroup w i th ide nti ty ) "  e ve ry max ima l i de a l  i s  prime . 
We n ow prove a c onve rs e  o f  Theorem 6 0 1 "  and are able 
t o  dr op the hyp o t he s i s  tha t the c omp l ement of the ideal b e  
c ommut a t i ve 0 
The orem 6 .. 2 . I f  M i s  � maxima l and prime two- s id e d  ideal 
o f  � s em�grouE S "  then the c omp lemen t  o f  M i s  c o n ta ined 
i n  82 .. 
Proof .. Supp o s e  C (M ) � s2 1 and le t x b e  any e le ­
me nt o f  C (M )  suc h tha t x � S2 .. Then x 'I x2 " and 
x2 E C (M ) s inc e M is prime Q Now the s e t  
M u x2 v Sx2 v .xZS v Sx2S i s  a tw o-si de d i de al of S ; 
for }IS " M I 8M S;; M I S (  S.x2 } = S2x2 G Sx2 , 
{ x2S ) S  = .x2g2 � x2S I ( Sx2 ) S  = ' S ( x2S ) = Sx2S , 
S ( Sx2S ) = S2x25 G 8x2S I a nd ( 8x2S ) S -= Sx252 g S.x2S • 
But M C (M \oJ x2 v Sx2 v .x2S v Sx2S ) si nc e x2 � M ; 
and (M v :x2 u ·Sx2 v x2S v Sx2S ) c S  since  x f. M and 
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x f. 52 .  T he re fore M v x2 v - Sx2 v x2S V S.x2S i s  a. prope r 
tw o-si de d i de al of S p rope rly c ontaining M ,  c ontrary to 
the hypothe si s that M i s  m axi mal. 
We note in passing that i f  A i s  any le ft or ri ght 
ide al of a semi group S I and i f  C( A) c S2 , then 
D ( A )  C S2 ; for S2 i s  a two -sided i de al of S I w henc e 
S2 "':' A f. ¢ whi le O ( A ) "..... A = ¢ I and so O ( A )  I- S2 • 
- -
He nce the c onc lusi on of The orem 6 .2 c ould be strengthe ne d 
to re ad " the c omplement of M i s  c ontained prope rly i n  82 " .  
We note also that, in any semi group S I the ide al S2 i s  
prime i f  and only i f  S2 = S  ; and that 82 i s  maximal i f  
and onl y  i f  0 (S2 )  c ontains at most a single e lement, the 
" on ly i f" follo wing from the fac t that i f  x ,  y £ 0 ( S2 )  
-
�nd x I- y the n S2 v x 
c ontaining S2 • 
i s  a prope r ide al of S prope rly 
The orems 6 . 1 and 6 0 2 toge the r yie ld 
The ore m 6 Q 30 In � semigroup S I a m aximal two-sided i deal 
w hose c omplement is c ommutative 1! � prime ide al i f  'and only 
if  the c omplement is c ontaine d in S2 0 
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It i s  a well-kn own theorem26 in the the ory of rings 
that if M is an ideal in a c ommutat ive ring R then the 
re s idue c lass  ring RIM is  a field if  and only i f  both 
( 1 ) M is  a maximal ideal of R and ( 2 ) x2 £ M implies  
x e: M 0 Anothe r fami liar result  is the theorem2'7 that an 
ideal in a commutat ive ring R i s  a prime ideal of � if 
and only if RIM is an int egral domain . Since e very field 
is  an integral domain ( but not c onve rs e ly ) ,  it fol l ow s  that 
if condit ions ( 1 )  and ( 2 ) hold then M is a prime ideal ; 
the converse fail s be caus e ,  although every prime ideal  sat­
i s fie s c ondit ion ( 2 ) ,  a prime ideal need not be maximal .  
However ,  it fol lows  that  if M i s  a maximal ideal in a c om­
mutat ive ring then M is  prime i f  and onl y i f  ( 2 ) holds , 
and thi s re sult we shal l prove both for one -s ided and for 
two- s ided ideals in s emigroups , dispens ing with the hypothes is 
of c ommutativity o Be fore preceeding t o  the pr oofs , we remark 
that it  is easy t o  show28 that in a c ommut at ive ring wi th 
ident ity element condition ( 2 ) foll ows from c ond ition ( 1 ) ,  
whenc e  we conclude tha t in suc h a ring e very maxima l ideal 
is  prime . This r e sult carries over to  c ommutat ive s emigroups 
w ith identity , as we have s een in C orollary 2 to The orem 6 . l i  
26Neal H .. McC oy,  Rings and Ideals ( Buffalo : Math . 
As sn .. of Amer o ,  1948 ) ,  pp o 80-81: 
2'7Ibid . ,  p o  98 . 
28Ibid .. , p .  81 . 
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ind eed, w e  ha ve s een ( loc. C it. ) that in any semigroup w ith 
id entity a maximal id eal whos e comp lement is commutative must 
be prime. The commutativity ca nnot be d ropped altogether 
however, unless some s uch condition a s  finitenes s be B ubsti-
t uted for it, as in Theorem 5 . 8 .  We shall g ive an example 
later to show that in an infinite s em ig roup with tw o- sid ed 
identity element a maximal tw o-s id ed id eal n eed not be prime. 
We now st ate and prove the theorems announced in the 
foregoing paragraph, giving s eparate proofs for one- sid ed a nd 
tw o-sid ed id eals ; neither proof s eem s readily adaptable to the 
other theorem. 
Theorem 6 . 4 .  A maximal right ideal M of a semigroup S is 
a prime right id eal of S if a nd only if x2 E. M implies 
x € M • 
Proof. The neces sity of the condition follow s immed i-
ately from the d efini tion of prime id eal. To prove the s uf-
ficiency, s uppos e that M is not prime. Then there exist 
elements x and y lying in the complement of M such 
that xy C M • Since x2 £ M implies x 4£ M by hypothe-
S is, x r y and x2 y2 c O eM )  .. Now x f- yS . for if , , 
x = ys for s ome s E S then ( xy ) s = x( ys ) = x2 (£ o ( M ) , 
contrary to our supposition that xy lies in the right 
id ea l M "  Hence we have x ¢ M ,  X :f  Y , and x � yS , 
w hence x � (If v Y v yS ) and therefore (M v y \wi yS ) c::. S • 
And M c:: (M v Y v yS ) , for y ;, M ..  But the set 
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M v Y v yS is a right ideal of S ,  for 
(M v y 'owl y8 ) 8  = MS ....; y8 v y82 J:;. M u Y '" y3 • 
Therefore M v y v y3 is a proper right i d eal of 8 3 proper-
ly containing M ,  contrary to the hypothesis tha t  M is a 
maximal right ideal of S 
In the case of two-sided ideals , the above proof 
breaks down because, although a tw o�sider1 ideal is a right 
ideal, a maximal two- sided ideal need not be a maximal right 
ideal, 1 .� . , a two- sided ideal may be contained properly in 
a proper right ideal even though it is not a proper subset 
of any p roper two-sided ideal. For example, in No . 4 0 67 
the proper two-sided ideal (3 , 4J is maximal, but is proper­
ly contained in the proper right ideals [I , 3 ,  � and 
[2, 3 ,  4] • 
Lemma 6 . 1 .  If M � � two �sided ideal of � semigroup S ,  
and if x2 E:. M implies X E M , then xy E:. M implies 
yx IE M ; if x € S , if Y is t he set of all elements 
y E S such that xy E: M , and if Z is the set of all 
elements z £ S such that 
Proof. If xy € M 
zx E M , the� Y = Z .. 
then ( yx)2 = {yx ) (yx } = y{xy ) x E M I 
whence yx € M .  Hence if y € Y then y c. Z , and vice-
versA, so that Y = Z • 
Theorem 6 . 5 .  A maximal tw o- sided ideal M of a semigrouE 
S is � prime ideal of 8 if and only if x2 E M implies 
x E. M • 
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Proof o The ne c e s sity of  the condi tion is  imme diate . 
I f  M = S the suffic iency of th e c ondi tion i s  tri vial , so  
we assume M e. S 0 Le t x E: C (M ) I and le t the sets  Y 
and Z be  de fined a s  in Lemma 6 0 1 .  For any s 4E S , Y E: Y I 
X ( ys )  = ( xy ) s  e M , whence ys E: Y ; and by Lemma 6 . 1 I 
( s y ) x = s ( yx )  E M I whenc e sY e  Z = Y .  The re fore 
YS � Y and SY S Y , whenc e  Y i s  a two-sided ideal of 
S 0 Now x .. Y ; for x c Y implie s x2 = xx • M , 
whe nc e x € M 0 The re fore Y C! S , and since M � Y 
and M is  maximal we have M = Y 0 Henc e xy E. M implies  
y € M , wh enc e M i s  prime 0 
From The orems 6 0 3 and 6 0 5 we have at  onc e the 
C orollary ., If  M is  a max imal two-s ided ideal in a s emi ­
group S I and i f  the c omplement C ( M )  of M is  o ommuta­
t ive , th en C (M )  s;. 82 if and onl y if x2 £ M implies  
- - -- -- -
We pre s ent in conclus i on the example , to which we 
have alluded earlie r, of a ( ne c e s sarily  infinite and non­
c ommuta tive ) s emigroup w i th two -s ided identity e lement in 
whi c h  the maximal proper two-s ided ideal is  not prime . 
Let N be the s e t  of al l non-negative int egers , and 
le t S be the s emigroup of al l singl e - value d mappings of N 
into it se lf,  of whi c h  L : n -+ n is a two - s ided id ent ity 
e lement ., Let E be  the c las s of all 9" € S such that 
,( N )  is a finite  sub s e t  of N ;  � is c l e arly a proper two­
s ided ideal of S I and we proc eed to prove that it i s  
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maximal by proving that every element in its complement is 
an inte rnal divisor of L " 
Now C ( E) consists of the mappings � of N into 
itself such that f e N )  is infinite . Since N is countably 
infinite, every infinite subset of N is countably infinite. 
Hence, given any two infinite subsets � , and N2 of N ,  
there exists at least one element IT E C (� )  such that 
o- ( Nl) = N2 and 41" is a one-to- one correspondence between 
Nl and N2 " Let 'I? E;: C (� , , and let � ( N) = M • For 
each m E: M let Am be the complete inverse image 
"a. (m )  of m under p Since � is single-valued, the 
sets Am are disj oint ; and since � is everywh ere defined 
on N ,  the sets Am exhaust N Q Now, calling upon the 
Axiom of Choice, we may choose from each Am exactly one 
element m ' ; let M '  be the set of elements so chosen " 
Then the correspondence m � m T  is a one- to-one corres-
pondence between M and M '  " But, since M is countably 
infinite, there is a one-to-one correspondence between N 
and M .  Hence there i s  a one-to-one correspondence between 
N and M '  0 Let � be any such correspondence ; regarded 
as a mapping of N into i tself, 41 Ii. C (!! ) 0 Now 
� 'J' ( N) = fJ [I.f ( N fl  = � ( M ' ) = Itt , and fJ 'I'  is a one-to-one mapping 
of N into itself o Let � be any element of C {�) such 
that if n E: N and tl4I e n ) = m then 'X. em)  = n 0 Then, for 
any n €. N , if t.p ( n) = m '  and � (m ' ) = m and · "/.. e m )  = n 
-
then ltlfJ (n) = n , whence XP'P = (. " Hence p is an internal 
58 
d '1 vis or of (. whence no p roper tw o� s l ded ideal of S 
can contain � " 1'ho l'� fore � is an uni que maximal i deal 
of S 0 
Final l y  w e  sr: ·.:;w tha t £ i 3 not a prime ideal hy 
axhibi t ing 9. pa.i.r of e l ement s  of e rE) whos e pro duct li es 
in E 0 L e t  � b e  defined by t:p ( n )  :: n + 1 for n e ven 
and � ( n )  = n for n odd; then f eN )  1 s  th e s et of a l l  
odd p osi t i  ve in teg ers 0 Le t 'P b e  de fin ed by y (n ) = n 
for n even and � ( n ) = 0 for n odd; th en ¥( N) is t he 
set o f  al l evan n on-neg at i  va integers . Thus cP Ii "If E-. C ( �) If 
But ;1 for any n E N $ 'fCP ( n )  == 0 ; hen ce yep €: l: . 
There fore � is n ot a prime ideal of S • 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix, compiled jointly by Messrs . K. S .  Carman1 Jo C o  
Harden, and E o  E o  Posey, are listed what the authors believe to be all 
distinct semi groups of orders two, three, and four� and their proper su� 
semigroups o Two semigroups are regarded as distinct if no isomorphism 
(or anti-isomorphism) can be set up between theme 
Commutative semigroups of these orders (under the name of "finite 
ovan ) were listed by A .  Re Poole in his dissertation, l but were omitted 
fro� the published version . 2 We have constructed independently all 
semigroups of orders two and three (non-commutative as well as commuta-
tive) , and our list of commutative semigroups of those orders agrees 
perfectly with Poole ! s .  
In addition to constructing the non�c�tative semigroups of 
order four, we have examined Pool.e i s  list of commutative semigroups of 
that order, and have found what appear to be a few errors " It should be 
pointed out that the copy of ¥oole ' s  thesis available to us was a carbon 
copy borrowed from the library of the California Institute of Teclmology, 
with the subs cripts in the semigroup multiplication tables filled in by 
hand, so that it is entirely possible that tbJa. El,l"r0r8 noted do not occur 
in the original dissertation; indeed, s ome of these errors are obviously 
merely mistakes in copying . We did not construct the commutative 
lA o Ro Poole, "Finite Ova, "  (Doctoral Dissertation 9 California 
Institute of Teclmology, 1935) 0 
2A o  Ro Poole, "Fini:t.e. Ova," !!!: .American JOUl'!lal .2! Mathematics , 
,9 :23-32 , 1937 0  
2 a  
semigroups of orde F f011:!" independently, and cannot cl aim that our exam i-
nation of Poole � s  w-as suificiently exhaus tive to preclude the 
poss ibil ity that i t  c ()ntnins errors ather than those noted below. 
til u2 u3 112 
u3 111 u3 
'Ill u2 l.l1 u2 
which is non=commutativE' since 114u3 F u3u4 0 An examination of ass o-
c iativity shows that if uhuJ :=: then the sys tem is not a semigroup 
re gardl.ess 
to u3 :;J we have a COnl,-',u tative s emigroup, distinct from all others in 
Poo1e � s  list.!' which is given in our list as No . 4 .. 38 . 
The multi.pl icatdon table of .t-'oole � s  R 430 is identical with that 
of his R 417 , this semigroup appears in our list as No .. 4 .9 0  Changing a 
s ingle subs cript yields a new commutative semigroup, No o 4 .. 5 in our list: 
it , H 430 4 ,,5 
U1 ul \11 11  u1 ul u1 
11J ul 112 u1 u2 ul u2 
ul 11--. .I.. ul u1 u1 u1 u1 
111 u2 112 ul u2 u1 u4 
Foo1e l s  T 42 and T 41 are identi cal� and appear in our list as ." 
No. 4 . 22 0  Two changes produce a new coa�utative semigroup, our 
T 42 , T43 4, 23 
U1 Ul U1 u4 ul ttl 1lJ.. 114 
Ul U2 Ul u4 UJ. u2 'llJ. 114 
Ul Ul Ul u4 u1 UJ. u3 u4 
u4 nil, u4 til ul� u4 u4 u4 
Mul ti pl icatiJn x'oole t s lis t  fails to satisf"J the 
a,3sociati 'ri ty , but Gan be s o  modified as to become a commut,a-. 
tive semi:;roup 9Ir0arently dis ti.llct from others in that lis t ;  we 
include it as 
403 
ul 111 ul ul 
u1 u1 'UI. u1 
ul ul u2 u2 
ul ul u2 u2 
Pool,; ' ;;;: st:mli.f,Yonps If r!.2 and I� h8 seem to be ' isomorphic ; this 
s !3migroup :Xl our 
morphism bet.wl)cm 
,) 
,,\, 
u1 11]. u, 'th .... .,t, 
ul 112 u1 
ul u3 u3 
ul U". u4 "-
as No.1> 4.hJ Q  Poole ' s  tables and an iao-
R 48 
Ul E ,. 111 u1 UJ. 111 ttl 
112 ( ): uL. llJ. u2 u2 llJ. 
11.'3 .( .. u2 111 -Ij'3 
't1�J -E )10 u3 u, tt:l u.., Ul, - 'T 
3a 
In Table $. �  '1re ! Le;ted four semigroupa of order two, of which 
only No . 2 . 3 non�c ommu.tative o Table IIa contaLTJ.B the six llon-Cl}!m;r;l·-
tative semi,�r(ups of o,,:,,jer three (Nos o 3 .. 7 ,  3 .9,  a �2 ,  3,,13, 3 014, 3 .15'J 
. .  -
and the twelve commutative s emigroups of order three, the latter being 
identical. ( to wi thin isomorphism) with Poole I s ova of order three " In 
4a 
Table IlIa we list the SS commutative semigroups of order four (Nos � 4 �1-
4 . 55) and the 66 non-commutative semigroups of order four (Nos . 4 .. 56 -
4.121) . 
In Table IVa, the columns are headed by the reference numbers of 
the s emigroups of order two, and the rows are labeled with the reference 
numbers of the semigroups of order three . If No . 3 0 z  ( 71  - 1, <> o � ,  18) 
. -
contains k subsemigroups isomorphic to No o 2 0Y (y = 1, 0 0 " ,  4) , the 
letter k is placed at the intersection of the row 3 0 z  and the column 
2 .. yo Table Va exhibits s imilarly the subsemigroups of orders two and . 
three of the semigroups of order fouro Subsemigroups of order one are 
s imply the idempotent elements of a s emigroup, and are not l isted 
s eparately since they are vis ible immediately upon inspection of the 
multiplication table of the s emigroup o 
It would be futile to expect tables of this. sort to be entirely 
free from errors 0 The authors have checked their. work repeatedly, and 
have rectified several mistakes. but others have doubtless escaped their 
notice 0 They will appreciate receiving eo�tians ,� users of the 
tables Q 
3 .. 1 
1 2 2 ,  
2 1 1 
2 1 1 
3 . 7  
1 1 1  
1 2 1  
1 3 1  
3 .13 
I I I  
2 2 2  
1 2 3  
2 .1 
1 2 
2 1 
3 .2 
I I I  
I I I  
1 1 2  
3 0 8 
,1' 
1 1 1  
1 1 2  
1 2 3  
3 .14 
I I I  
2 2 2  
3 3 3  
TABLE Ia 
SE1ITGROUPS OF ORDER TWO 
2 .2 
1 1 
1 2 
2 .3 
1 1  
2 2 
TABLE IIa 
SEMIGROUre OF ORDER THREE 
3 . 3 3 .4 
1 2 3  1 1 3  
2 3 1 1 1 :3  
3 1 2  3 3 1  
3 .9 3 .10 
I I I  1 1 3 
2 2 2  1 1 3  
1 1 1  3 3 3  
3 .15 3 .. 16 
1 1 3  I I I  
2 2 3  1 2 2  
3 3 3  1 2 3  
3 ..5 
1 1 3  
1 2 3  
3 3 1 
3 .11 
1 2 3  
2 1 3  
3 3 3  
3 .17 
1 1 1  
1 2 1  
1 1 3  
2 .. 4 
1 1  
1 1  
3 06 
I I I  
I I I  
1 1 3  
3 Q12 
I I I  
2 2 2  
1 1 3 
3 .18 
I I I  
1 1  1 
1 1 1  
Sa 
4 01 4 0 2  
1 I I I  I I I  1 
1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 
1 2 3  3 1 I I I  
1 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 
4 . 8  4 0 9  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1  3 1 2 1  2 
1 I I I  1 1  1 1 
1 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 
4 .15 4 016 
1 2 1  2 1 2 1 1 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2  2 
1 2 3  4 1 2 3 1 
2 1 4 3 1 2 1 h 
4 0 22 4 . 2.3 
I I I  4 1 1 1 4 
1 2 1 4 1 2 1 4 
1 1 1  4 1 1 3 4. 
4 4 4  1 4 4 4 4 
4 0 29 4 0 30 
1 1 3  1 1 2 1 1  
1 2 3 2 2 1 2  2 
3 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 
1 2 3 2 1 2 1  1 
4 .. 36 4 0 3'7 
, 
1 I I I  I I I  1 
1 2 3 3 1 2 3 U 
1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 
1 3 1 1  1 4. 1  1 
\ 
TABLE !IIa 
SZ:lIGRuUl"S UF uRDER FOUR 
4 . 3  
I I I  1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 2  2 
1 1 2  2 
4 0 10 
\/ 1 2 3 4 
2 1 4  3 
3 4 2 1 
4 3 1 2 
4 0 17 
, 1 2 1 1  
2 1 2  2 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 4 4  
4,, 24 
1 1 3  3 
1 2 3 4 
3 .3 1 1 
.3 4 1 1  
4.31 
1 2 1 2  
2 1 2 1 
1 2 1 2  
2 1 2 1 
4 038 
I I I  1 
1 2 .3  2 
1 3 1  .3 
1 2 .3 2 
4 .4 
I I I  1 
1 2 1 4  
1 1 1 1 
1 h. 1 1 
4011 
1 2 3 4 
2 1 h 3 
3 h 1 2 
4 3 2 1 
4 .18 
1 2 3 1 
2 1 3 2 
.3 3 3 3  
1 2 3 h 
4 0 2.5 
1 2 1 4 
2 2 2  2 
1 2 1 4 
h 2 it 1 
4032 
1 2 2 2 
2 I I I  
2 1 1 1  
2 1 1 1 
4 .. 39 
I I I  1 
1 2 3 4 
1 3 1 1 
1 L. 1 .3 
.; 
4 0 5  
I I I  1 
1 2 1  2 
1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 4  
4 012 
1 2 3 4 
2 3 1 4  
3 1 2 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 0 19 
1 2 3 3 
2 1 3 3 
3 3 3  3 
3 3 3 4 
4 ,, 26 
1 2 4 4 
2 2 2 2 
4 2 1 1 
4 2 1 1  
4 033  
1 1 3 1 
1 1 3 1  
3 3 1 .3 
1 1 3  2 
4 .. 40 
1 1 1 1  
1 2 2 2 
1 2 2 2 
1 2 2 2 
6a 
4 .. 6 4.7 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1  I I I  1 
I I I  1 I I I  2 
I I I  3 1 1 2  2 
4 0 13 4 0 14 
1 2 3 1 v I  2 1 1 
2 3 1  2 2 1 2  2 
3 1 2  3 1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 1 2 4 3 
4 ,, 20 4 6 21 
1 2 3  4 1 1 1 4  
2 1 3  4 1 2 3 4 
3 3 3 4 1 3 1 4  
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1  
4,,27 4 .. 28 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 2 1 4 1 2 3 4 J 
1 1 1 1 1 3 1  3 
1 4 1  2 1 4 3  2 
4 ,,34 4 .35 
1 1 3  3 1 2 3  3 
1 1 3  3 2 3 1 1 
3 3 1 1 3 1 2  2 
3 3 1  2 3 1 2  2 
4 .41 4 ,,42 
1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1  
1 2 2 2 ' 1  2 2 2 
1 2 2 2 1 2 3 3 
1 2 2  3 1 2 3 4 
4 .43 
1 1 1  1 
1 2 2  1 
1 2 J 1 
I I I  4 
4 . 50 
1 I I I  
1. 2 1 1  
1 1. 3 1 
1 1 1  1 
4 .57 
1 1. 1  4 
1. 2 3 4 
1 3 2 4 
1 1. 1 4 
4 064 
1 1 3  3 
2 2 4 4  
1. 1. 3 3 
2 2 4 4  
4 .. 71 
1 1 1  1 
2 2 2 2  
1 1 1 1 
4 4 4 4  
4.78 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 
1 1 1. 1 
2 2 2 2  
4 .44 
1 1 1 1  
1 2 2 1. 
1 2 3 4  
1 1 4 1 
4 .51. 
1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 
J. 1 3 h 
1 1 4 1 
h .58 
1 1. 3 4 
1 1 3 h 
3 3 3 4  
3 3 3 4 
4.65 
1 2 3 4 
2 1 4 3  
1. 2 3 4 
2 1 h 3 
4 .72 
1 1 3 h 
2 2 3 4 
3 3 3 4  
3 3 3 4 
4.79 
1 1 1 1  
2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 1 
1. 1 1 4 
7a 
TABLE IIIa 
,;:i unDER FOUR { Continued) 
--
4 .45 
I/, 
4 ,, )J6 4 .. 47 4 ,,48 h .49 
1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  1 1 1. 1 
1 2 2 4 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1  2 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 1.). 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 
1 4 h 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 1 1 1 4 1 2 3 h 
).). .52 4 .53 4 . 514 4 . 55 4056 
1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1. 1 1 1 h 
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 h 
1 1 3 1 .1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1., 
1 2 1  2 1 1 2 1 1 1  1 2 1 1 1  1 1. 1 1. 4  
4.59 4 .. 60 4 .. 61 4 ,,62 4 463 
1 1. 1 1 1 2 3 4 1 1 3 4 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1. 1 
2 2 2  2 2 1. 3 4 1 1. 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1.  2 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 4 
4 4 4  4 4 4 3  h 4 h 3 4 1. 2 2 h 2 1 4  3 
4 .. 66 4 .. 67 4 .68 4 069 h Q 70 
1 1 1 1 1 1 3  3 1 1. 3  3 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 1 1 2  2 2 2 2 2 
1. 1. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 1 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 
2 2 4 4 4 4 h 4 4 4 3  3 1 2 3 4 3 3 3 4 
4 .. 73 4 ,,74 4 .. 75 4 .. 76 4 0 T? 
1. 1 3 3  1 1 3 4 1 1 3  3 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 
2 2 3 3  2 2 3 4  2 2 3 3  1 1 1 3 2 2 2  ? 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  1. 1. 1 3 1 1 1. 1 
3 3 3 4 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3  1. 2 3 4 1 1 1 1. 
4 . 80 4 .. 81 4 . 82 4 .. 83 4 . 8h 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1. 1 4 
2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 4 
1 1. 1 1 1. 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 1 1  1 3 1 3 1 4  
2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 1. 1 1 1 1 2 1 4  1 1 1 4 
8a 
TABLE IITa 
Sm.,.qGROUPS OF ORDER FOUR (Continued) 
4.85 4 6 86 4 .. 87 4.88 4 089 4 .. 9.0 4 � 91 
1 1 1 1  I I I  4 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 4  I I I  1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 
I I I 3 I I I  4 1 1 1 1  I I I  3 I I I  3 1 1 3 4 1 1 3 1  
1 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4  I I I  4 4 4 4  4 1 1 1 4  
4 .92 4 6 93 4 .. 94 4095 4 . 96 4.97 4,,98 
1 1 1 1  I I I  1 I I I  1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1  1 1 3 4 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 3 4  
1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3  3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3  4 
2 2 2 4 1 1 1 4  1 1 3 4  1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 4 4 3  4 
4 0 99 4 .. 100 4 .. 101 40102 4 0103 4 0 104 4 .. 105 
I I I  4 1 1 3 4  1 1 1 1 1 L 1 4 1 1 3 4  1 1 3 4 1 1 3  4 
, 2 2 2 4 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 3 4  2 2 3 4 1 1 3 4 
1 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4  3 3 3 4 3 3 3  3 
4 4 4 4  4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4  4 4 4 3 4 4 4  4 3 3 3  3 
4.106 4 .. 107 4 ,,108 4 .. 109 4 .. 110 4 0111 4 .. 112 
1 2 3 4  1 1 1  4 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  I I I  1 
2 1 3 4 1 2 1 4  1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 2 1 4  1 1 1  2 
3 3 3  3 1 3 1  4 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 3 1  1 1 1 1 1 
3 3 3  3 4 4 4  1 1 3 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 1 1 1 1  1 2 3 4 
4 . 113 4.114 4.n5 40116 4.117 4 .. 118 40119 
1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 4  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  
1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1  2 1 2 1 4 1 2 1 1  1 2 1 2 1 1 1  2 
1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1  1 3 1 3 1 3 1 4  1 3 1 1  1 3 1  3 1 1 3 3  
1 3 3 4 1 1 3 4  1 2 1 4  4 4 4 4  I I I  4 1 2 3 4 1 1 3 4 
4.120 4 .. 121 
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1  
2 1 1  2 1 1  1 1  
2 1 1  2 I I I  2 
1 2 3 4 1 1 1 1  
9a 
TABLE IVa 
J:'ROlJER SUBSEMIGROlrl>S uF SEllIGROUJ:'S of ORDER THREE 
2 . 1  2 02 2 . 3 2 .. 4 
3 .1 1 
3 . 2  1 
3 .3 
3 ol.j.  1 1 
3 0> 1 1 
3 0 6  1 1 
3 . 7  1 1 
3 . 8 1 1 
3 . 9  1 1 
3 .10 1 1 
3 oil 1 1 
3 .12 1 1 
3 . 13 2 1 
3 .14 .3 
3 . 15 2 1 
3 .16 3 
3 017 2 
3 . 18 2 
4 .  1 2 
1 3 
2 1 
3 
4 1 
5 3 
b 1 
7 
B 
9 1 
10 1 
II 2 
12 .... :1: �3 � 
14 2 
15 2 
16 � 2 
17 1 .l. 
IB 
19 1 3 
20 1 3 
21 1 1 
22 � 1 
23 .5 
24 � � 
2� 1 1 
20 1 � 
27 1 
28 1 
29 1 � 
30 J. 
31 � 
32 � 
33 1 
34 � 
3.5 
3b � 
37 1 
3B � 
39 .L 
40 � 
41 1 
lOa 
TABLE Va 
PROPER SUBSEMIGROUPS OF SEMIGROUPS OF ORDER FOUR 
2 0  
3 4 1 2 3 4 �. 1 
2 
1 2 
2 
1 
1 1 
2 1 
2 
2 
l-1 
� � 
2 
2 
,1. 
1 1 � 
1 1 1 
1 1 
1 � � 
1 
1 
J. 
2 2 
1 1 � 
2 
� � 1 
1 � � 
2 
2 
2 
� � -
2 
� � 
b 7 
_2 
� 
_t£ 1 
1 
1 
1 
J . 
�
 
" 9 I�� III [.I." �J 1l41-'02. r1ll' 
� 1 
=r� � 
t 1 
f$
 
� 
J. 
.L 
.L J. 
J. 1 
2 � 
1 
� � 
J. 1 
J. � 
J. .L 
� 1 
m J. � 
J. -� � 
2_ � 
J. 
4 0  1 
42 
43 
Wl 
45 
46 
�7 
!ll:l 
�9 
�O 
5l 
52 
53 
54 
55 
5_Q 
51 1 
>tl 
>9 
60 1 
61 
62 
oj 1. 
Q4 
0> 2: 
66 
0" 
_Qt 
b� 
0 
'1. 
'2 
'3 
!4 
75 
r6 
'1 
' tl  
79 
1:10 
til 
tl2 
2 
() 
4 
.3 
:3 
.3 
j 
:3 
4 
,c; 
2: 
2 
1 
1. 
1 
2 
2 
G 
1. 
Z 
2 
2: 
1. 
TABLE Va 
PROPER SUBSEMIGROUPS OF SEMIGROUPS OF ORDER FOUR 
(Continued) 
2 0  3 0 
.3 4 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 �O [11 12 113 1'14 
1 1 
2 
� 1 
1 1. 1, 
1 2 
1, 1 1. 
1 
J 
:2 � 
:3 
1 1 1 1 -
1 1 1 
J. 1 1. .l. 
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